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A. INTRODUCTION

I. ..OVERALL PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The -Educationra Voucher Demonstration was a large-scale educational

and social intervention conducted overt a five-year Period (1972-1977) in
1-

:Alin, Rock Union Eleilientary School District San gose,..California. In

April 1972, the Office of Economic, Opportunity (OEO) iiarde'd Rand Corporation
ti

a contract to act as independent evaluator of, the Demonstration. After OEO

was disbanded during the Nixon administration, the National Institute'of

Education .(NIE) assumed responsibility for the Demonstration and subsequently

renewed Rand's contract.

Definition and Theory of Vouchers

"Voucher" is a convenient label for -a certificate issued by the4governmn
. .

to parents -who, in turn., give it to an eligible school'which returns-to'

.

the government for cash.. According to voucher theory parents could'usetheir',
;

vouchers to translate their concern -for their .childrens education intiO'actiow:

If the parents (or.the child)did not like the education the child.-Wad...441vine,

the child could use the voucher to go to another school. encouraging both

--it
active parental interest and educational 'variety, a voucher system should

improve'all.participating-schools--'puplic, parochial. and private. .4.rentS'

.Would be able to bandl'together.totinance and'.form schpols which reflected

their special Derspecitves or their children's special needs. Even if no

. .

newschools were established, existing schpols would become more'respon-

sive to children s'needs. Expanded and diversified sources of:inpUt're-
,..,

lArding school program decisiona Would hlp. to .overcome the public school t%

.

For'instance,,educatori;whose philosophies differed

existing-:sChools would: haye the opportunity,'

-amiLipiiiMMEME
t.
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4to implementtheir ideas in new schools. Even entrepreneUrs who felt they

could_teach children better and more cheaply would have an opportunity to!,

do-so under this syStem.

Despite these attractive theoretical toatUres,
. .L

. ,

seme'educators and

Aociil.soientista have had grave. reservations 'aLOlit..vouchars-' :restgying

before Congress in 1971, the National.Education Ascociation said ths scheme

was so pernicious that any' use of government funds to test its strength
.

and weaknesses was in a6isable. One charge--leveledat-ainst voucher

proposals was that rampant hucksterism could invade education. Confrort..e4

with sales pitches and advertisements, the public would be unableto

distinguish tcue claims from false and inadvertently. fund inferior'schooling.

The cost to theirchildren would be great;. only the educational entrepreneurs

would benefit.

Ahother importantohiection was that vouchers would destroy the
>,

democratic values that public schools share and.instill. SacrifICing

uniformity in faVor of diversity could undermine a vital role of AmerAcan

public education.

Manycritics charged that vouchers would encourage segregation by

'social.class, race, and economic status. By supplementing their vouchers

with additional payments;:wealthier families could band together as..

clientele forexpensive schools.

The inclusion'of parochial and private schools also raised objections,'

Allowing parochial schools to partAiPate in voucher systems was, viewed

as an infingemei1it on the constitutional separation of church and state.

Public educators terLred:that includin g priv46 schools. would -draw.the

bright and the affluent Away:from public schools, leaVingonIY those students

who were poor or less able\or had difficult learningproblems.

.
"MONO
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.Faculty, and administrators saw vouchers as d'threat to job security,

and-tenure, despite the theorlptical safeguards against this possibility..

Finally, some betieved'that vouchers would increase the cost of,

public elementary and secondary education.
. \

It'must bestressed that there is no single voucher theory and that,

.

as legitimate as these objections might:have'been some voucher plans offer-

more= assurances to the relevant publics thanothes. The next section.

.bridfly describesa number of alternative voucher models in an effort to

demonstrate'the variety among them.

2. -Voucher Models

In the late 1960s, 0E0 investigated vouchers as a wayto improve

the edudafional opportunities ofpoOr families and retained the Center

.for the Study of Public Policy (CSPP,) to' st4r`the-voucherconcept. the

models summarized in this section were described in CSPP's filial report.

(December 1970) .

Social thebritt Adam Smith first proposed (1837),that the government

Tinandteducation by giving parents monWto hire teachers. Since then,'

other theorists and economists have proposed a variety of voucher plans.

All.share the guarantee tha voucher sdhoolswill be able to offer

prcgrams at costs comparable' tt se of public schools. The major

differences between these plans i,s the way_ they regulate schools efforts.

Some schemes advocate no fiscal regulations, while others ilavolve colpiderable

.regulation to differendes".inparents', incomes. Still other plans

entail administtative regulations aimed at ensuring thatechOols do

Finally, some schemes' eeteblishdiscriminate againptodisadvantaged children.

rdgulations to provide the public with information about what each school

.

attempted to teach and how-well each stcceeded.
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a. Unregulated Market Model

Under the unregulated market model, advocated by Friedman (1962), and

other*,- every 'child would receive a,flat-graiWwhich parents could use to

Pay tuition at the school of their chaiCe. This_schelle permits schools

to charge whatever additional-tuition;the traffic will -bear. The. unregulated
.

market--mod61:has been criticized by some as favoring the Tich',,increasing

economic,segregation, and intendifyingthe presefit 'problems of ehools.
r

b. Unremilated Compensatory. Model
r

As a.\esponst,to these-criticisms of the unregulated. market model, Sizer

.and Philips (1965)' proposed aneunregulated compensatory model -which would

increase voucher values for children from families with incomes below the
A ) '

.

1

national average. Schools would. still be permitted to charge whatever they
P .

wished. Many felt this plan .would ptobably result in a completely unregulated

situatioti-because highly motivated, low- income families might opt to spend

more of.,their own money 0 send their,alildren to abetter school. If legis-

lation were designed to insure that ever}/ family would. get a fired, amount, of
,/

dollars per child, then schools Would iostprobably set their tuitionat or

near -that amount. ./

c. Compuliory Scholarship Model
. ,

The compulsory scholarship' model resembes the unregulated market and Un-
',

/.

i.

9
._._

regulated compthisatory modeli in that schools would .be free to charge whatever
, .

1' ,

tuition theydesired,-.' However, participating schools would be requ'l.re. to
14

provide enough schdlarships So'that noamlly paid more than it couldaffOrd.

9SchOlarship eligibilify'and size'would depend on a formula determined by an

EducationaLVOucher:Agency (EVA). This:plan's drawback is that since tuition
- A

glaticular sc161,,the.only way thatthe Sathefor-all:studens attendin &
.

-schools can genlerate'MOr&money is to admit wealtyler students. In effect, the

compulsory scholarship.model would becOme virtually identical to ,the unregulated..

market-model.

. ea.0,....

4.2
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Effort Odd

oons and,his associates (1970) offer asolution'tb the problems
1

posed by the compulsory scholarship model: the effort model. This 'Model

allows every schoOl to choose one of four different--eXPenditure

ranging,from roughly,the existing-public school exp.9nditure level to two

three.tilles that amOgnt. Parents choosing high-expendituie schools would
.

,pay more_Atiition (or tax) than"Parents choosing low-eXpenditure schools.

_However, the amount of money each. family. pays -would depend not only on
..

the cost of the school chosen, but also on the family's ability to pay.
4

The government would contribute the difference'between.what a family could

.,pay and what the school spent'per.pupil.-'Although the effort voucher

:model would lead to a' substantial increase-in:parental choice, it would

alsoleaa to's much greater'sptead betwben the "best" and the "worst".'. 4

schools than exists within.mot public school systems today,

.

"e. Egalitarian Model

Another model,:the egalitarian, would provide all childien cth

vouchers of equal value and-prohibit. any school:accepting youchers from
.

charging tuition above the voucher's value. This plan assumes chat,a voucher's
C-1 .

.value would.be comparable to the present and projected per p0pil expenditures

of- public .schools. Additional .funding might be obtained from federal or

state government, or, in the case of private sChools, frmh the church,%alumn
.or parents. Whetrian in ease in the voucher's value,.Wa felt necessary,.

.
.

schools could.work together to persuade legislators. to ProVide more funding..

A variety of observations have,been made about the egilitarian approach:

it would.produce less.gegregation by race, income, and ability than 'any

of-the unregulated models; t would create a more equitable alloCation'of.:

educational resourpes'between the rich-and thepoor than.the unregulated

7:models; however;:it would do less than the'Unregulated ihddeIt for parents'

dissatisfied with the existing public'school system. Nevertheless, this

, 02166- (617) 969-9460



,modelwould provide more satisfaction th an tfie.present systep to parents seeking

. to improve the way schools. arc! run.

. Achievement Model
.41

Another proposed approach differs from theforegoing models in that the

value of the voucher is determined according to'whether the school actually

suCceeds

,

in teaching the .child what' the state or the parent WAntg the child to

learnt The basic assumption underlying this achievement model is that the

effects of schooling can be measured using standardized instruments. On )he .

:basis of test results, schools which produce good effects would be rewarded.

/while those- which pluCe poor effects would lot penalized. Thi model has been

.,criticized because it implies that standardized tests are valid and re\iable
4

measures of educational performance. 'Far more resekrch on the value of test.e.or
scores as measures of school output is needed before initilting'a program: which

'might encourage schools to emphasize such scores at%the expense of other outputs
-4

.*

of schooling.:

4
. g. Regulated CompensatoryModel

A; fina1 model, the regulated compensatory model, was 'advocated by Jenhks

(1970) and others. It resemble.. the egalitarian apprpach in that every child

would-receive,a voucher roughly-equal to the cost 'of' public schooling in%his/her,

district. NO vOucher,school would be allowed to charge'tuition exceeding the
,:rf7 4

voucher'S valUe.. -Schools could-Obtain additionar special-purpose money by.,

o

.seeking endowments from churches, federal agencies, and-foundations. Enrolling

disadvantageA children would

absorb the extra costs.

h. Summary of Models

generate.increased: income, Once the EVA would'

Of-the models proposed, only the;. regulated: model seems likely

to. increase eduCational opportunities for the .pciot. t parochial schools

-might':nOtfind this model Etsattractive as theegalitarian

sChools'sildom enroll very difficult children.

ichoolssubstaritially;more -Ubli&:Mone than the now.r

model, sine these
.

onetheless, it
,

Would give.parOdhiai
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Thkee other models have been propo sed: the California'model, in
A.

'Nwhichpublie,schbola whose students' average reading scores are below

. ,
thenatiOnal average are eligible to reCeive.cyOuchers; the escalation'

. -
, .

.

model, which guarantees a fixed ratio between the overall level of tax
,

% .

, . ,

support.and the oyerall:level-of private expenditures for tuition; andlhe
. ... .

.

incentives for integration approach where the voucher's value partially
.

depends on'some optimal.racial, economic, or achievement mix.
ti

3. Events Prior to the Demonstration
.!:

A
In March 1970 kCSPPproposed,' and 0E0 agreed,..that-d. Voucher'Demon-

,4

stration be initiated and that theregulated compensatory model be used
. .

in this Demonstrati n. ,Thismodel included, and the Demonstration Was-to

include

.public and private schools.

basic Vouchers equal in v alue to current per pupil spending,
,,

in the public schools of. the Demonstration .dietricts.

compensatory voucher of extra-value for poor children so

that these children and their paren ,l would havemore"purchasing

power in the 'educational marketplace.
-.,

school "tuition" limited to i e local value of the basic
.

voucher.

&lottery admission-system for schools receiving applications.

I

-.1.11'-'excedis. oft oPenings .

free transportation for.children enrolled at schools' distant
, - 1

from theirjhome.

school revenues entirely dependent on. enrollment.
'

o F141.0 Of*udents tt.-i transfer-from one:school to another.

at. anyAime and to take-With:them pioratecrportionsof their

volpher-dbllars.

0
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an autonomous publiC gency, the Education Voucher -Agency
0

(EVA), to manage the Demonstratioli, including its fiscal

arrangements and start-up activities, and to provide information
. .

1

to, parents. (The local board of education might or might

not ±.?.rve as he EVA).

no guarantee of survival for any public or private school, newly

created or previously

expense's.

operating, unless voucher income covered

In 1971, on the basis of the CSPP report, 0E0 funded voucher feasibility.

''.. studies in four school districts: Seattle, Washington; Gary,'Indiana;
.

Saa"Francisco, California; and Alum Rock, (San Jose), California. The .

first' three distriet6 decided not to participate for a variety. of reasons:

fears that parental choice could lead to racial segregation; reluctance
,

to serve as guinea pigs for an untested model; general decline of support
.

. ,

... for. 0E0 .initiatives by organized leaders of poor people; opposition by
. ..- .

.

(-

.

, ---teacher organizations; and absence of state legislation permitting g-private.

. . ,. 6 ___,-
school participation. Only the,fouith district*, um. Rock, was willit:

.
'1

toutry the voucher Concept:

-

The Alum Rock Union,Elementary School District is in the eastern

section of San Jose,CalifOrnia and serves children in kindergarten

through eighth grade'. At the beginning of the Demonstration, approximately
. .

half oftthe 15000 school-children in Alum Rock were Mexican-American,40
'

&
-,,

-

,

.percent mei(a-Anglo; nd 10 percent were black. Most were from lowermiddle-a
-\--

classCor lower-Class families. The population was highly transient and-no--

pattern of ethnic .4y racial housing segregation existed. Surprisingly, theres
y

was little effective political mobilization or focUS for organized social

Change in the distiict.
str

12

t

n
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The annual district budget exceeds $17 million; however, 'the

district has ont_of the lowest assessed poperty, valUationsloer student
. ,

in California. Despite high tax rate8, income from local revenue
.

sources continues "to-below. "This factor no doubt contributed to local
1

interest in the OE initiative foi a 'Voucher Demonstration.

,

Teacher organizations had succeededid obtaining teacher salaries

comparable 'with those in mare affluent districts. Their.relations

*with the district superintendent were cordial and cooperative. Appointed

in 1968, the superitendent had worked to decentralize'decisionmaking

the school level, to increase parent participation in schools, and

to recruit minbr4ity. staff.,,,actively.

Ns;

Alum RoCk a,.superintendent saw.tht VOUcher DemonatratiOn as ameans
, .

of bringing federal -dollers4nto the financially7strapped district and

also as a means of furtering the policies of decentralization and parent

.

participaiion'he had been attempting_ lement since 1968.

The Center for Plahning and Evaluation (CPE) co ucted the Alum

Rock-feasibility study. CPE the research arm of the Santa Clara_Souniy-

Hoard:of Education, held publi=c forums.which-drew large audienCes,:but

comments about the Demonstration were overwhelmingly'negative, A CSPP'

field agent who attempted to obtain minority group support also

encountered resistance and indifference. State legislation to permit

state funds for private schools was pending and it was feared that the

EVA.would recommend not.to authoriZe vouchers. However, CPE surveys

of parents andteacheFs yielded more promising results which the super-

.

and other voucher proponentSuged to bargain for. more time:

The strategy proved successful: a moratorium on further discussion'of

vouchers was passed.

'13
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By winter pf.1972-, the California legislature still had not enacted

legislation permitting private school participation ina VouCher

DemonstrationAnd bKo.was.underconsiaerable pressure to produce such

10"

a Demonstration or forfeit additional planning mOhies,ThesolutiOh:tothese

two-problems was
1

the transition voucher model.- In January 1972",/, the OEO

experimental'director and the Alum Rock superintendent met and developed.

the concept of a "public schools only" Voucher-Demonstration. lier

this concept; parents would choose among. public schools only, and, there-

. - ,
fore, no.legislative-action would be required. The program was termed a

"transition" model, since it was an intermediate step betweeil currant

o

AA

public school practices.and a full voucher- mbdel-involving'both public
1

and private schools. .

The transition model had the following features.

o. Initially, it would involve only public schools, with _six--
.

of the district's 24 schools participating.

Participating schools Wouldoffer two or more distinct.

program's or "minischools"

The distriCt"would provide the basic voucher from its. current
.

income

/

and OEO would provide a compensatdrY_vouchei kor

qualified children.

Teachers'-job tenure

The Allm Rock Board of Trustees and the superihfendent
.

;

and seniority rights were guaranteed.

were-to'lmanage the Demonstration... ih-

Advisory'Committee.(EVAC),-compoSedof voucher school staff

1 ;

.and parents, was established.

Thedistrict contracted with the Sequoia Institute to

estblisha central vouchetesEaff responsible fbi-assisting
T 7

in start-Up, internal eValuatibn, anciparell(couhsalihg

14:
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Plementation Prior to the Beginning of the Demon tration,..%

the Voucher:Demonetration.___Participation was initiated by the prinCipals :

the:1972773 school year, sii:AluM Rock schoo participated in

//
of each of the six 'schools, but was sil) ect to/,approval by,a mafdiity

.of*teachers. ,Five-Ok these "voucher' schools were elementary and 'one

was a middle schgol; each - shared the general socioe'onomic characteristics

of the diatriCt asa whOle.
/

,

During the formative stages Of'the Voucher Demonstration, Alum

'7 Rock parents were more concerned with preserving the neighborhood school

conceRt7-tham_with increasing choice. Thes&concerns.Were not unfounded,

- *-

As a=safeguard against discrimination, the original CSPP proposal favored.

a lottery sYstem,to determine which Schools"thildren 'should.attend.-

Parents succeeded in obtaining a "squatter's rights'; provision which
-

guaranteedTevetY place in the schools/he was presently attending.
.

Siblings who had not yet begun school also had. "squatter s rights:"
- .

The 0801experimental director:suggested that. ach voucher school

be required to offer at least twc -distinct programs that parents would

have a .choice at their neighborhood school. In the first year, there

were a total of twenty-two minischools in thesix participating schools.

. .

Teacher's joined.tdgetber in minischools; either'because they agreed

.
,4

with a'minischool'a philosophy or because theyWan1ted-td work together.

%
.

-Parents'were'informed'about the 22 programs and about the voucher' plans

both in writing and at open- house meetings.
.

. i

By July, 80% of the parents.had,enrollea their children in minischools.

Originally, enrollment limits had been forbidden, bUt.ad.applications

came in, claSsrooms grew so large that Someiteachers had to be shifted

from one program to another.- result, teachers who had-worked to

i/mommumin
(EaI IMOODENEM

15'
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6
design and plan one minischool-ended.4 teaching in another,: HOwever,

0 . . .
.

.

in'tioliember76% of the teachers-indicate&.they were teaching in the
t

. ,

program,fhey. wanted most, and virtually all students began the Sthdol

year: in the minischool their parents listed as first choice..

41,

12
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4

B. THE RAND TECHNICAL ANALYSIS PLAN

.'
. 't .

.

In February. 1972, Rand presented a Technical Analysis Plan for .-

O

. the evaluationof Elementary Education Voucher Demonstration (EEVD)'.

The purpoSe ofthe evaluation7Was,to describe and assess the political,
a

social, economic, and educational'outcomes of the Voucher Demonstration.
.

The Technical AnalysisPlan set.forth the basic hypotheses of the EEVD,

as well as the basic public policy issues and major evaluation questions

to be cpnsidered. -These were organized int a fraMework consisting of
.

rtwelve. information categories and forty outcome dimensions. Of these
.

.40,-30 were politicalfsocial outcomes', five related to economic/cost

fdctors and five to educalion.. After consideang the deSign of a large-

scale,denionstration, the plan identified the releliant indicators whiphi

helped to specify. the-value and quality of program outcomes. Finally,
)

V.
the plan presented sources of data, datacollection:methods, and analysis

techniques.

1. Hypotheses

The EEVD scught

general hypothdes.

to generate empirical data to test thefoilowing

V
. . .

.Voucher arrangements will increase parental choice. Among

optiOns open to parents were.neWly-organized schools,

larochial:and private schools, and a larger set of existink
,

public schools.

The Voucher: Demonstration will assist in the development of

parental Preferenees., Parents would'receiveInfotmation about

voucher arrangements and variations in programs, curricula,

teaching practicesstudent qomposition, andOther differences

to helrthemmake rational deCisions among programs.

13
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.

Parental'influence will increase school 'responsiveness.

Administrators would be motivated to consid.er parental,

preferences in the areas of program development', optimal

levels of student population,' and-the indices parents used

1 -
to measure organizational performance. AdmOistratiVe

responsiveness to parental choice would be an incentive to
5

further parental participation.

The Voucher Demonstration will cause school Systems to change.

The Most important changes expected were new methods for

,distributing resources among schools and mdre variety in

curricula and programs to,meet.variations in parental

preference.

Student achievement will improve. Increased congruence between
ft

parental .0referenCes and school outputs would faCilitate'the

L,

growth:ofThtudentSt cognitive-and noncognitive achievement.

`Thelroucher Demonstration Will increase parental satisfaction

with theschools: 4he factors' contributing to,increasecr.

parental satisfaction with schools werethe choices aVailagle

. ...
.

and .the_increased.control and influence parents:would exert, ..
- _

.,

These would result in higher. student achievement and changes

in school Programs and curricula.

.Publ±t,POliCy Issues!

-ImpliCit-in-thezforegoinghypOtheses is the.assumption -that the
7.

.interests-of many grotps of,individuals might be affatted by.both the

processes'and outcomes of-the EEVD.,7°Students, parents, community members

educators, and public servants, all had'a
.. -

In addition, the public educati6n-sysiem,'.paiochialDemeinstration.

in the

CENELOOLOTMERR7
- .
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schools, government institutions, and professional organizations might

be deeply affected by the EEVD. Other important, but more elusiye,.

dimenSiOns.Cd_public interest, the DeMonetration.mighi influence include

economic and efficient expenditure. of public. resources;

-amelioration or reduction of social conflict;

the 'effective education of the nation s'Children.;

maintenance and imOrgvement offairand workable relations

between ci;'.izens and their government.

Deriving from this complex set of private and public interests

was the general,. question, What is the desirability of extending the

15

Voucher mechanism to other communities? To.anSwer this basic question,
.

it was necessary to ask a set of more specific questions:
'

.. .

What is the desirtbility of implementing some mechahisms

enabling parents to have a more direct

.schools-their children attend?.

voice in choosing the

Should public policy encourage4 educational diversity, especially
/ 4

the creation of new schools' If so, how?

Should somelorm of public-support for private and parochial,.

sChools be initiated? If so, what form?

To what extent should- "marketplace" incentives be-ittroduCed
,tu T

These

.

.into education? What form, if any, should such incentives take ?
.

questions imply one further inquirYf

To what, extent. re (a) vouchers, and (b) the-manner. in

which vouchers were implemented in the EEVD, a necessary.

and sufficient device for attaining the.objectives of public
.

A3olicy,:including those which are the subject of the questions

above?

tiii) occossrwasst
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3. Evalutaticin Questions and Information Categories

The 'key propositions of the EEVD s.theory and.a review of the

public' po2.1.cy questions this theory'implied posectquestiona for the

evaluatiota!td addiess:

-
C, .vhat` has,been the effect of the:Demonstration on the

education of eleMentary school students, especially the
. .

diSadvantaged?

What has-been the'effect of the Demorigtration on the
.

available range of chofEe 'Among educational programs?,

:4Thet hAs been the impact of the Demonstration on equality

cf educational opportunity?.

What has been theiskpact of the DemOnstration on-the economics'

f public education?

e Eou has'tfie Demonstration affected the relationship between

citizens and their schools?

What has been the impact.of the Demonstration on-social

and political tensions? Before the broader implications

of publiE policy could be,addressed, it was necessary to

find comprehensive answers to these questions.

Twelve information categories were selected to aid in the collection

of information bearing on the major questions of the evaluation. These

categories helped to-organize large bodies of,data in a way that maintained

:their relationship to the ultimate,purposes of the.e4aluatiov; Figure 1 shows

the linkage between the information categoriei and major evaluation questions.:

4. Evaluation Outcomes

TheoutcoMe.dimensiOns of interest to the evaluation were suggested by the
theoty.and desigrk:Of the,Voucher Demonstration, by the major questions - posed, and

by the information categories. The relationship's of the.outcomedimensiOns to

the information: CategorieS are shown in Figure 2.

C
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FIGURE 2: Relationship of Outcomes Dimensio to Information Categories
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:5. Design Considerations
..1

The objectives of the Demonstration included tracking effects
,

orb, a,knowledge, ttittides, motivations,-and behavior, as well as on the

..social ty

\

tem. Target group institutions included parents, other

,..members of the Demonstration community, educational officials...and

administrato s, tehchers, private educational entrepreneurs, schools,,

and community groups. To capture the variables relevant to these comp ex'

19

and diverse prd ram objectives, an open-ended design was needed. An

evaluation plan hich established causal links between well-defined

\independent and d endent variables could not be employed in a large-
%

scale social demons ration where principles of experimental design

cannot be rigorously, applied.

In addition to the multiple program objectives of the Demonstrations,

t.
there wer,.1:7 wide-ranging a d diverse units of analysis. Where the,%
unit of analysis was the in ividual, the attributes 'studied could be

.I.

absolute (about the individua\ alOne or concerning the, individual's relation-

. ship to others), comparative (in which the individual was iiscribed

yelative to others on sdme attribute(s)), or contextual (where the

indiVidUal was described ifi terms of,a larger social unit'in which s/he

resides). If the unit of analysis is collective, the koperties of

. -

interest can be analytical, (aboUt members of the unie), or global(data

on the group as a whole).

The evaluation plan provided a 'decentralized fi approach to major

evaluation tasks. Specialitts'from various OisciPlines concentrated on
.

.

-
.

.appropriate data collection and analysis tasks. Their findings were brought',
. --- -

ft .

together in an interdisaiplinary.analysis of aggregate outcomes.

issecats...co=
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. Methodology

As indicated previously, the 40 outcome dimensions were subdivided

into three types of outcomes: social/political outcomes; economic/cost'

outcomes; education outcomes.) Tables 1,2 and 3 summarize the complex

methodology Rand lased to analyze the numerous outcomes of the EEVD.

pecifically, the tables present.the indicators u-ad tOHmeasure each

Demonstration outcome-. They also include the sources of data, the

metho&oft.ollectibn,ind the preferred analytic technique. Finally,

Table 'cites the type of data collected during each year of the Demonstration.

a
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TABLE 1

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL DATA

Political/Social
Outcome Dimensions Indicator. Data Sources -' "

Data
Collection

Methods

,
Preferred Data

.Analysis Technique.

Practitioner aaaaa menu
`of local schools.

Expressed attitudes toward
relative merits of own school,
local schools, schools else-
where; judgments of mosisig-
nificant school. problems,
schools' use of public'mnnay.
School,. personnel 'transfers,

reasons for transfer.

School personnel

Transfer records

Interviews r-
./

Inspection oft

transfer records

.

.

Descriptive analysis
.

t:

0

.

Educational goals of
practitioners. -

Exp d attitudes toward Lm-
portance of education, school
vs. parent contribution to
education, mejor'aims.

School personnel Interviews' Descriptive analysis

Practitionsi opinion.
about school Integra-
tion. ,

.

'

Local school current stu-
dent distributions; expressed
attitudes toward importance
of ethnic/racial identity
between students, teachers,
admini aaaaa ors; opinion. J

about current distributions
of ethnic, racial groups.'

School personnel

School records

Interviews

Inspection of
school'recordo

Descriptive analysis .

-
.,.5

.

. .

Practitioner opinions
'about EEVD.

:

Expressed attitude. toward
school problems, parent role
in school., alternatpe
special programs in school.;
expressed judgments about
who benefits most from
EEVD.

School personnel .

.

Interviews
.

Descriptive'analysio

:emu: and scope of
authority for policy
origination, ratifies-
tion, and implements-

zton for the damonstra-
`Fiat am

Character and impact
.decialona originated,
fled, and implomanted

-demonstration area
school board, EVA;

diens' organizations,
groups, andlederagroups,
legi.lativa and executive'
bodii....

.

lb

of policy
rati-

for
by district
prate:-

citizen
and state

il

Records and minute..
of District school'

board, EVA, profe.'
sional orgenizatidn.,
an4 citizen'. groups

statutes,
Order., policy reso-
lutions, and guide-
lines promulgated
by federal and state
legislative and exscu-.
tivs bodies, District
school board, EVA, and-
other group.

econed.) .

,

Inspection of
public records
.:

inspection of
newspaper.

Personal inter-
views

t%

.

.c.-

. .

Political and historical
analysis

-

Content analysis

4

,

-

,
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'TABLE 1 mittd) .

Political/Social
hstcome'Dimensions

'

.

Indicators Data Source' r

Data .
-

Collection °

Methods
Preferred Data

Analysis Techniques

(coned.)'

.

:

.

.

Records of fideral
and state legislative
hearings and debates

Personal recollection. .

. .

,

,

.

a

.

...

.

of the demon-
stration area to federal,
state, add county regu-.
latory and administra-
chi: agencies.

/

Scope and frequency of
administrative regula-
tions pplying to and
promulgated for demon-
striation area by various
agencice..

.

,

,
,

Records of District Inspection of
School Board and public records
EVA . '

Personal inter-
he d cegula- views

Etons of adminis7
.

trative agencies

Personal accounts
, of Diatrict,'EVA,
.

and administrative
.

agency..staff

Political and historicaland
analys1,6 '.1

Content 'analysis

-

.

. .
.

alocation of day-to-
day decision.making -,

authoritin demon-,
strstion smite..

.
.

.

.
....

'

.

.

.

Level of operational
detail for which formal
rule-making perogatives
are msintainedor assumed
by,District School Board
and/or EVA, District- or
area-level Professlonal
staffs, building, level

administrators, teachera,
paraprofession: ls, citi-
zens'groups, students. .

P

_

:

District School Board .Inspect%2n of pub-
and EVA recorda . lie re.urds, minutel

of meetings and lileaRecords and files of . .

'"District-and Personal inter-
area-level pro- tuft
fessional staffs

Classroom, school.
Records and file] of ' and community
building -level sdminia-, observation
trators /)`

. .

.'

Personal knowledge of -

District School Board
and EVA membeis, Dia-.
tricirCnd area-level
staff, building

.

'..administrators, .

teachers., parapro-
.

fessionala,cftize4 .

.
. .

Unrecorded decisions,\-
.

'directives, and assum-
.

'ptiona of authority by.
school personnel at .

-varioua 'ovals of re- _,

sOonsibillty . --

ClassroomeIchool, and A. "-
.

.

community observation \

.

Political and historical'
analytis

1
..

Content analysis

-

"
.

,

6
.

.

.,%
,,

. .

,

..
, .

.

. .

- ,

.

4



TABLE 1 cont 'd)

Political/Social
adtcose Dimensions

a

'Indicators
Data Sources .

Data

Collection
Methods

Preferred Data

Analysis Techniques

kdsdnistrative organise-

tion, practices, and

behavior.

,

- .

-

.

School staffing patterns and

orgenikstion.. .
.

Responsiveness of dimon-

stration area and school,

administrators to student

needs, parent concerns,

and emerging aducatIonol

. issue/. (Criteria:
ability to identify needs 7

and problems, and under-.

stand issues; speed,
appropristeness, and '.

effectiveness of re-
sponse...ability to shift

objectives or means:in
reap/Awe to new informs-

clan.]

..
,

-

v

. .

.

.

SchOoT records, ',

memorandi; and
staff directives.. ,
Records of demon-

&dial; atlon

press'accounts

Personal views
and experiences
of demonstration
Area and school
adminiirrators
and parents.

Students achieve-
went records

Discussions and
debates among
administrators
and between
parents and,

.

administrators.

Observed behavior
of school and
demonstkation area

administrators.

.

.
Inspection of

demonstration
area sand school ..... _-
'records and files

Inspection of

newspapers'

Personal inter-

views

Surveys .

School, classroom,

and comunity
observation . '

Student achieve -

. sent tests

r .

,

Political and historical

analysis _

--Content-analysis:. ,

Appropriate statistical
analyses (survey date)

0;

....._

,

Legal /constitutional

ramifications. '

.

Legal notions aisociated
with EEVD provislons '

Court rulings
.

.

Court records
.

Newspapers

Mews of attorneys'
and parties to
legal actions'
. ... . e . courtim d om
opinions

'

Inspection of court
records and pdblic

.- Inspection of news-

Papers

Personal interviewsrs

Political and legal analysis

Content analysis

Position 0E4A-otos-.
slonal educator a in

,

cdemunity social system.
1\

Influence on community ex- '.

penditures,.allocations,
:

access to rewards (mons-

nary, community prestige) ,

status prerogatives.

School personnel,
community leaders,

officials
.

Public records

Interviews
---.

'Community observe-.

tion

Content analysis, descriptive

analysie

.

_

't

29



TABLE 1 conted)

tlitical/Social
teams Dimensions

.

/nditatorm Data Sources

Data
Collection

Methods

,

Preferred Data
Analysis Techniques

Descriptive analysis

.

.

atus perquisites within
thool system;

Influence on budget alloca-
tions, access to rewards,

control ofFentry to pro-
feseicn, control over rules
of school assignment, trans-
fer salary increments

.
School personnel,
teachers' unions,,
MEA .,...

.

.

Interviews,

organization
records, school
records

hnic/racial/income
istribution'of stu-
ents in demonstration
chools.

.

Numbers of students in'each
ethnic, racial, income '"
group before/after each
.chool choice.perioa;
ethnic, racial, income
distribution of student
transfers.

School records

. .

.

-+:.

mg Inspection of
records

.

.

'Descriptive analysis
, ', .

- .

,
.

rent judgments of educe-
idnal opportunities for
heir children,

.

Expressed attitudes toward:
child's response to school,
congruence between parent.
desires.for child's educe-
tion and whet schools
provide; expressed
&epirations/expectations
for educational achieve-
men of their children.-

"---, --
Parent 'respond-
ants \,

-----
;area groups ---,N,,

.

Survey .

Interviews

.
I

.

Appropriate scaling and
other statistical .analysis;
descriptive analysis

.
.

.

rent assessment of
peal achOole.

. .
.

------

. ,

Expressed attitudes toward:
relative merits of child's
school, other schools in
school district', schools

elsewhere; schools in rich
neighborhoodvversus poor
neighborhoods; pu6lic
Verius private idforma-

.

lion about schoois; ichools'
"-otiif

--
public money. Ex-

.

pressed reasons/for deci-
sions about-Child's cbool.

Parent respond-
ants .

Parent groups re-
lated.to,schools

.

Survey

Interviews

.

.

.

.
. .

Appropriate scaling and
other statistical analysis;

'descriptive analysis

%

.

.

rent_opinions regard- .

$g racial/ettec
Itegration irthe
ihools. .

-

Expressed attii*udesttMard
i

the proportion' of students,
faculty, administrators who
should be of the same ethnic
background asichildr reasons-
for child's problems in
school;-reasons. for school
selections (cOmpared with
student teacher ethnic
distribution; reasons for
mobility). /

.

Parent respond-,

-ents.--;----7.7_,_, .

School records'
.

Parent group. re-
lated to schools

°

. Survey

,

--interviews____

Inspection of
- school records

Appropriate scaling and
other statistical analysis;
descriptive analysis

"--,.._ -

-s-''''''---,



TABLE 1 (6:Int /d)

Political/Social
utcosi Dimensions Indicators Das Sources

Data
Collection

Method.'

Preferred Deus
/millets Techniques

*rent a sssss Rents of

the LEVI,

' .

Expressed attitudes toward
congruenci between parents'
desired and experienced con-
trol over schools, between
information about schools
desired and provided by EVA,
between school preferences
and school ssignments,
Letween information about
schools provided by EVA ...

and parent experiences with
those schools; expressed
willingness over time to

cake various actions to
influence schools; ez-
pressed judgments sbout
who benefits most from

EEVD

Parent respond-

ants %,'

Perent. groups re-

listed to schools

.

Survey

Interviews

.

.

.

Appropristwscsling and
other statistical analysis;
descriptive nalysis

.N
,

Parent participation in
the education of their

children.

1

Reported behavior in de-

gree end substance of
.interaction with child
about school, in parent/
teacher contact; reported
knowledge about child's
school and school ex-
perience; oxp d

attitudes about role of

parent ,in educationof

child.

Parent respOild-
ants

'Eurvey.
-
-

Appropriate scaling and other

statistical analysis

44

.
.

Parent involvement in '

school - related activities-
-

.

Stated participation in
aEhool-related organize -'.

teens, ctivitiss, events;
in discussions sbout schools.
Reported levels, substen-

Live issues and imam:nto ..,

of parent efforts to in- .

fluent, schools. Reported

level of knowledge about

schoolo idschool district

'and elseuhere.

Parent responi-

ants

Minutes of parent

meetings
'

School-related
parent groups

.

.

Survey

Interviews(

Inspection of
group minutes.
proposals, etc.

-

.

.

Appropriate stating and other

stitistical analysis; content
analysis, descriptive analysis

.

r
.

,

.

°. 4



TABLE 1 (coned)

t

Political/Social
Outcome Dimensions Indicators

'

Data Source

Date
Collection
'Methods

Preferred Dst
Analysis Techniques'

Parent mobility.. Number of parents moving
within, into or out of
demonstration area and
their reasons.

Parent respond-
ants

. .

School:Acords

.

Survey (plus
special out-
migrant rurvey)

Inspection of
school records

Doscrlptivo statistic

t .

.
,

.

Parent involvement in
EEVD options.

.

. '

.

Kaaions for decisions
regarding children'
schools; type of change
in selection (e.g., .

public to private,
existing to new, etc.);
tranefers from schools
after initial -selection.

.

Parent respond-,
ants .

.
_._

School records

,

Survey

Inspection of
school records

. .

Appropriate atitistical '
adhlysis; descriptive
statiaties ,

.

- ,

Community assessment of
_local 'schools.

.

EXpressed attitudes. toward
relative merits of local
schools and schools else-
where, towsrd 'schools in
rich versus poor neighbor-
hoods, towsrd public ver-
sus private information
aiout schools; expressed
attitudes toward.schoole
use°ofpUblic money.'

Community respond-
ants

.

Community leaders

P

- Survey ..

Interview
_

,

Appropriate tatistieal
asalysis -

.

Community attitudes
,:towsrd education. . ,

. .

.

Expressed. attitudes about.
the importance of.educa-
:tion, congruence between
what children should be

.

, learning and whst schools
teach.

.

Community respond-
into

Community leaders

A.
.,4. Survey -*

:-Interviews
.

K -

Appropriste_statistical
snslysiwdescriptive
analysis

, N . .

.

Moneunity opinions about

racial, "athnic integra7

lion in as schools.

.

Expressed attitude's toward

whst proportion'of,students,
faculty, adelaistratora

should be of same ethnic
background as children;
!bout most significant
problems in community. ,, .,

Community respond-
ent

. : .

Comnunity leaders
.

Survey
- _. .

.

,

Interview\

.

Appropriate statistical
analysis; descriptive
analy'si's

.

. .
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TABLE 1 (cOrnt4d)

oliticel/Social
twee Dimeneions4

N.

Iridicators

li --':--

Data Sources

.

-Colt:tion
kithode

Preferred Data

Analysis Technliues

Appropriate statistical

`analysis,analysis, descriptive analysis

....,, ,
-..

---

.

4

assessments of.miunicy adorn
he ECM.
r .

.

Expressed attitudes toward
congruence b aa w aa n control

parents should exorcist...4o

over school. and control
permitted by EEVD; sx-
pressed judgments, about
who benefits most from
EEVD; expressed opinion/
for EEVDto continue .

beyond demonstration .

period.

Conmunity reapond-

sate

Community leaders

.

----..

Suivey
--

-interviews

Immunity attitudes
toward pglitice}

ICtiViAll.

.

P

Expressed propensity toward
political mobilisation with
rsepect to schZols; ex-
.pressed jud/ments about
examples of group-actions
affecting schools.

Community -respond.,

ants

Community leaders

.

t

Survey

Interviews

.

Appropriate pealing and-other

statistical analysis;

, descriptive analysis

otcr-croup conflict/

COCriltitiC4.

.
1 4

.

Attitudes and poaitiods of .

group opinion leaders;

group public positions on

issues; group political
activities and affiliations;
other group attempts to in-

fluent. publie'policise; .

group activities in schools.

. o
'.'

.

Observed group

activities

Newspaper accounts
of group activities

Minutes and.records
of group andllubl4c-

'meetings :: '

Personal observatio@
of group leaders; school
administrators. EVA

..,

member.. and other

decisionmakers

Inspection of
public end group
records and files;

of newspapers

Ilimmal int"-
views

i

Community observe-
tion

p

Political .and historical

analysis --,

Content analysis
..

. .

.

.

Polleical'an4 social

4articipation.

Voting, setae

Volunteer political and

campaign activity
.

Group memberehip and
activity levels

bliect psiiicipitina
in school affairs

Volvntaer-ichool-
elated activities

Voting records

Recoida and Minutes of.
political and service

organizations and ',

groups _ -;p

Personal knowledge of
obicommunity ma co

Personal knowledge of
organisational and

group leaders'

Observed behaviour of

community members

(cont'd.)

Ineptetlin of :.

records,

nawaPaPard
Personal inter-

views
- .

Surveys
.

.
.

Community observe-

tion

.

Political and historical

analysis... -

Content analysis

Appropriate"statistical
.analpsie (survey.)

.



TABLE 1 (coned)

_.
tlitical/Socisl

-Immo Dimensioos Indicators

-

Data Sources

Data
'Collection

Methods

'Preferred Data

Analysis Techniques

.

oned.)

.

.

.

Minutes and-records

. of public meeting.

Press accounts

Personal knowledge -'

of school personnel

.

,

.

..-- . .

.

.

.

.

. .

Utica). mobilization.
.

yormation of new groUps
or coalitions around
IEVD-related issue.

Activization and/or
expansion of existing
organisations ,around
EEVD-rreleted issue..

Emergence of new poll-
tical-leadershi, around.
EEVD-relited_issues

Observed behavior of
grOups and group
leadera

-

Recordsand minutes
of group and public
meeting.

Views of community .

,leaders, respondents
.

Press accounts

,

..

Community observe-
tion

.Personal inter-

views

Surveys

Inspection of public
and organizatiOnal

. records, newlep.p.rs
.

.

Content analysis

Appropaiatestatiatical
analysis (surveys)

Political and historical
analysis

, v

1 I
.

.

.

-.
. .

tingbehavior on key
sues (increased
ocally funded .x-
enditures for educe-
ion, Availability of
ublic funds to
arochial achoole,
ntegration and re-
sited issues, provia
ion of new incentives
o entrepreneurs).

i

Votes on education-
related ballot measures

.

Electiofi outcomes for

political candidates
identified with various.

issues

.

.

-

V

.

Voting record., by
-. precinct view' of
community leaders

Views of community
respondents

:

, .

voting'Inspectioi. of voting
.records
-
Personal inter-
view. .,

. :

Public opinion poll.

Surveys

Political and historical

analysis .

Content analysis

Appropriate statistical
analysis (surveys)

.

.

.

0 .

litical:sobilization
eyond demonstration

--
rte.'.

.

Voting behavior an *octal
and political isaues;.-
organizational activity.

m of otherAimed at reforms
community -problem., at

' educational reform in
non- demonstration schoo/s;
emergence of issues such
as Vouchers for other
!labile services.

Community leaders,
officials

Vtin recordsVoting .

SchOol adminietra- :

tors
. .

.

.

. _

Interviews

Inspection of
records

Community'observa7
tion

Descriptive analysis

.

.

.. .

.



TABLE 2

ECONOMIC AND COST DATA

tonomic and
:ost.Outcome

Dimensions

.

Indicators Data Sources

Data
, Collection

Methods

Preferred Data
Analysis Techniques

;tructural changes

in Educational
Marketplace

..

Demand changes

Changes in a number of
feasible schooling
options.

Product diversityand
differentiation

Changes in barriers

to entry

N. .

Parent responses,

Parent responses

Observations ,

.

School reports to ISA
on curriculum, etc.

School observation
Interviews with school

officials

Coat data

Legal codes and

regulations
Public school organize-
tion and distribution
of authority rules

Surveys .

Surveys
ObServations

See data sources

a.

. i

Interviews'

ISA records

Interviews .

Interviews

Statistical tabulations

Historical and' descriptive

analyses
. .

,

Curriculum contenanalysis

Historical and descriptive

analyses

-
.

Statistical. cost analysei'

. .

Historical and descriptive

analyses,.
Historical and descriptive

analyses

RehaVioral changes
ageing suppliers of

,educational services

,

.

Changes 1 informatien
desired/available to

parents

Changes in school

selection policies
.

Changes in.investment

policies
Changts in tuition

policies ,
.-.

Changes in 4dmission
policies
Changes in educational

offerings

Parental responses .

School records
.

.
.

.

School reports to
EVA and other school
records

-

Surveys

Reports-and records
Observations

Reports and records_

InterVicws
...

Stmtlatical tabulations
,

.

Historical and-Osacriptive
analyt.as ,

HistorIcal,and descriptive
1-artless!) .



1
. Indicators' Data Sources

Data

Collection

Methods
Preferred Data

Analysislechniques

Statistical tabulations

.

Statistical tabulations

Statistical cost analysis

Historical and descriptive ,

analyses

TabUlar,cnilyees

Historical and descriptive

analyses
.\

HistoriCU1 end descriptive

analyses

Hiptorical and descriptive

analyses

Historical and descriptive

analyses

mance 'Parental satisfaction

Prices, cost margins

and profits

Sales promotion costs

y'
Rates jinnovaticin and

curriculum change't'
Responsiveness to.

parental-demands

ntry into and exit
from market:

Parent responies.

School records

School record.

School records

Parental views

School records

EVA records , i
Community'observation

i
..

Surveys.

Reports '

,Intervitvi

. ,

Reports

Interviews

Reports

Interviews

Surveys

Interviews

Reports '

Interviews

cation

.'.

Curriculum changes

e .

Changes in mix of

resources

Changes-in non-inatruc-

tional activities ,

Changes in exira-school

offerings

School records ,

(schedule of classes)

(recommended lesson

plans) ,

'

Reports

.Observations, -',
4

.

L

.

Provo:antic analysis of

curriculum slid othir . .
activities

.

. '

. .

hsnges Changes in revenue

sources

Changes in expenditure

patterns

Budgets

Other financial reports

/

Reports' ,

Observations

, .

Budgetary analysis including

crosswalk

Historical and descriptive

analyses :-

A

a

If
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TABLE .3

EDUCATIONAL DATA

a

Edu tional
AOu coma
Dine sibns

.

,
Indicators

.

Data Source's -

\ Data
Collection
Methods

Primary Data
Collection

Responsibility

.
'

- Preferred Data
Analysis Techniqnie

COgniii4
achievement

1

\

\

Achievement
test scores

.

Standardized Reading
Test

i

Standardized Neth,Test
Otis-Lannon Mental
Ability :

Primary Mental Abilities
Torrance Creativity,
Test
Performance Scalink

Paper and pencil
tests, and class-
foam performance

-
It

.,

EVA* -

-

,

Stratified sample comparisons.of status
and gain scores using variousstatis--
tical procedures (analysis of variance,
regression, contingency tests, etc.)

.

.

Affective \

;growth
I

..

11

4

Self- report.

inventories

t

''.:

Sears Self ConCept \

Coopersmith Self Esteem
Hyers a-Achievement, .',
Attitudes toward Self`.,

and School '

Student'Survey
St. John Scale

Paper and pencil,
tests

EVA

,-

stratified sample comparisons of status
-and gain scores using various statia-
tical procedures (analysis of variance,
regression, contingeney'tests, etc.) ".

,

ucation ob-
lectives of
arents and
chool.per-

_ .

snnal

Expressed
attitudes :

and opin-

.
ions

School records, views of
school personnel and
parents

Examination of
'school records,
personal inter-
views, Delphi
Attitude Estima-
tion Survey

. .

Rand Content analysis, adk statistical tech-:
niques, appropriate to Delphi-(analysis
of varia . linear estimations)

.

.
',,,

Tea hies plans
r. a practices

:\

Formal and
informal
program pro-
cess and ,

curriculum
plans;
c.lassrm2k
`behavior.

.

School records, views of
school personnel, ob-
served classroom beha-
viiir of teachers

.

PersOnsi inter -
views, examine-
tic. of,sehool .
recotds,\elass-
room observation

,

.

Counting, sorting, rating, content anal=
yali

m

47-..-...-7
..

.

_. ..

cio gy of
hmc assroom

.

Classroom be-Observed
havior and
organize..

tion

classroom be-
havior, students

,

Clasiroam obseivar
Lion, paper and'',

pencil tests

.4--...._,
L Counting, sorting, rating, content anal-

y, ils, sociograms

1



Th
TABLE 4

°0 .04

Elementary Education Voucher Data Classified by

Typb of Data and Demonstration Year Collected

(Data (X) represea full year unless asterisks appear)

TYPE OF DATA DEMONSTRATION YEAR

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC

TEACHER DEMOGRAPHIC

1972-73 v 197374 1974 -75 1975-76 1976-77

MINI-SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHIC

STUDENT MAT,

TEACHER OPINION Vt* X**,

PARENT OPINION X*

STUDENT PSYCHOSOCIAL

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

, #4,po
X**

X**

fall/winter administration only

spring adminisiration only
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., . ,. \
C. THE IMPLEMENTATION YEARS

.
=

. .
.

:

.Proponents.ofthe voucher system had envisioned a unified structuraI:1)
n

change in a school system. However, the Alum Rock District and the

Sequoia staff, the group hired to implement the Demonstration, lacked'

the resources and expertise to tra'hsform Alum- Rock automatically into a
0

VoUpher sYstem. Mechanisms for operating the Demonstration needed to be .--

developed. The proposed new bu dget and information' systems necessary to
,.

the functioning of the voucher system posed technical problems which,

demanded considerable time to solve For these reasOns; the ,implementation'

of the Alum Rock Demonstration was accomplished using an incremental., . ,

approach. Thus, the components of the voucher system--.-parent choice,

parent information, evaluation, and per puil budgetingwere implemented

sequentially . Prom a political perspective as wel l, thdin'crementql

approach was desirable if the voucher system was to function, all parties
. -

involved would have to agree on major decisiot affecting theM. Therefore,

decisionmaking was a negotiation process among the major :participants in
.

the Demonstrtion. The major decisions and events of each year of the

Demonstration are described, in the next few pages and Summarized in Table
\

. .1972-73 (First Year) . .

- . . .
, .

The firat year of theDemonstration consisted mainly of on-the-job
,

%organization. 'A mechanism for parent choice was created with the

. establishment of minischOols. To encourage parents to take full advantage

of ,;he fl.inischoel options available to them, program descriptions were

-:Trovidecf.. Another major- task this first year%was to plan an income-

outgo budget tying .dollars to school enrollment on a continuous basis.

- a .., -

:so
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.7'."111

bominant Themel

'2-'73 On-the-job organi-

zation

Parent choice,:expands. With eStablish-

ment of minischools

Pei pupil budgeting-planning of voucher

budget system; $200 per pupil in

extra federal funding

,.Established parent information system.

,

.

SiX schools'partiCipating (about 5800

students) :I

,Established:IduCational Voucher Advisory,
i

CoMmittee

Central voucher staff;

Parent Advisory Committees

3-'74 Program exPansion

and attempt

clude additional

earlier proposed

jeatures

fir pupil lidgeting-operation of pre-

viously planned system; $200 ger pupil

in extra federal funding; voucher schools

(not,' minischools) began to receive State

Compensatory educational funds (about

$75 per pupil)

Parent.choice further expanded as

minischools are formed, 'Six new

programs created, three of which

failed; attemptedlrivate

participation failed

4'75 Dominated by

budgetary concerns

and trend toward

recentralization,

beginning

Per pugil:budgeting-previous;4ncoMi';7,

outgO voucher budgeting'systim re7,

placed by.ja twice annual budget :ad-

justMent0100 per pUpillrieXtra:..,,t

federal funding,

Parent Choice -S1 minischoole*in opera-.

tion; minischoOls limited student

traisfers

ParenLinforMaliorarents'reue4k

reports-:. on student cognitive.per ,

formance;abd'attitudes'toWard

schools'

Seven; more schools joined Demonstration

Sateltiting of popular programs' attempted

2 aid failed .
.

4

Carry over` funds removed

Agreed to fix total school size and, allowif

minischool size to float till Jdne

:Squatter'i rights'abOlished

Advisory Boards required for all district

schools '

'Parent counselors subordinated.to principals

HRC hired to do communications training:

Sequoia Institute more'readilly:identified

asIpart;of7thiAiOrict

One more school joined, .,t4aling 14

(OVer 9,200.StUdents4n Demonstration)

Local revenue base dectiesinOnflatioiary

districtCoififidefal-VOUCher''

fundini:nearendcarrycher funds re,

moved again

-Teacherfaidelayoffs adversely, affeCting

minischooli

Class 'sizes fiXed'

Consumer interest in' decreatinv

Minischool size Maintained:

50Y' of AdVisOry;Boards still

functioned



minant Theme Voucher Components Other Related lvents

.

:hool'recentrali-

ttion continuing; '.

)Ucher concept

.luted

.

Parent Choice-minischool' diversity Size'and number of minischools maintained

Minischool autonomy lessened

Voucher -funds allocition to total not

minischool

Non-voucher schools given.the option to

. : offer multipleprogramS

Merged discretionary. funds into one pot

and allocated to schools based on .

achievement scores
...__ ......._

eroding as prograMS per school were

limited to three; schools'given option

to return to single school-wide edu-

cational program; planning and budget-

ing done at- school level rather than

minischool level

Per pupil budgeting-$100 per'pUpil in

extra federal funding

ucher concept .

ving way to

ltiPle option

stem: .

.

,

,

.-..
_

. Parent choice - twenty school-within-
. .

.

Seven of the fourteen Voucher schools .

continued minischool form of organi-

zation;.two nonvoucher schools

joined

District termed all of its schools

ves""alternati

school'alternatives
.

.

,

.

perimeht with

rept choice:

ong distinctive

ucational programs

s ended

,

-
.

Parent Choice -only two schools were
,:.

.
.

Offering more than one educational

program; open enrollment,

.

44



Other operating mechanisms established'durin,y the first year

were a central voucher staff and the Educational Voucler Advisory

Committee (EVAC), an'advisory group composed of'Voucher parents and

.

teachers.

2. 1973 -74 (Second Year)

The second year was characterized by program expansion and attempts

to include additional earlier proposed features of the Demonstration.

In the first year, six schools and 22 mlnischools had participated.

During the second year, 13 schools and a total Of 45 MIAischools
.-

;participated. Attampits to satellite, i.e., to expand enrollment in

.popular programs by annexing available Space, failed due to_management

problems% The school district also tried to decentralize utilization of

curriculum coordinators and psych logical services to the minischool level.

However, -the districtincurred financial.iosses by paying-salaries of

'personnel Whose,services had either not been used or had not been charged,

properly.

The operation of the. previously plannedincome-outgo budget was an

important part of the second7year effort._ The budgetinvsystem worked

well technically and was. expanded to all schools In the district-during

year three.

After'extensive negotiations with teaCher organilations,';a private

school was finally admitted to the.DeMonstration. UnfOrtUnatelyifthe

:long delay caused many, parents tolbse interest; ultimately,, the,sChool

did not participate due-t oUnderenrollment.

At the-end of the second_year, three new programs had been created-

- - .

and three previously creaed-programs had failed due to.lack'of:danand.

Parent choice was expanded by abolishing squatter's rights which had
,

36
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guaranteed every child a neighborhood school. The fragmentation and

suspicion previously existing among4he central staff, Sequoia, voucher

and nonvoucher principals had abated. The Sequoia Institute became identified

as part of the district rather than as an outside group.

3. 1974-75 (Third Year)

Budgetary concerns dominated the thiid year of theDemonstration.

As the end of federal voucher funding drew near, the local revenue

base was decreasing due to declining enrollments and district costs were

mounting due to inflation. Teacher layoffs, an inevitable economy

*' measure, had adverse effects on minischool programs since thtfayoffs

were based on seniority and failed to consider the impact of the loss,of

teacher who had special skills (e.g.., b4inqual ability) required by

special programs.

Class sizes were fixed to allow the district to predict accurately

how many teachers they would need. This, change meant that programs could

no longer acquire more money by enrolling more students. This "carryover"

money had enabled schools to operate autonomously; when i web removed

for the second-year'in a row, minischools' fiscal- independence decreased

sastahtidily..

Continuous income-outgo budgeting was replaced with,a budget

that was adjusted twice aears. Principals felt-that this new system

would give them the_same income and discretion as the older system and

would decrease the large amount of work frequent budget' adjustments required.

Although parent advisory committees had been established for.all

voucher minischools, only 50% of these advisory groups still functioned at

the close of the third year.

CEOGNEriga 4311LEXItsiGTOk STREET NEWTON_ MASSACHUSETTS 091AA iFirn ,,.1Ar14:14Afl*,.



At the end of the Demonstration's third year, a pattern of

recentralizatioh-was-apparently forming at bdth_the_district and the
.

school levels. At the district level, maximum school and class sizes

had been fixed,'porable'classrooms'had. been ,removed, 'and a rule that

schools could not_hire personnel in order.tolower class size had been

established. These decisions to depart from the earlier voucher concept

reflected the district's response to its precarious budget systpm.. A

wtradiction impeded voucher innovation; the,desire todecentralize

decisionmaking conflicted with an economic need for strong fiscal, controls.

4. -1975-76'(Fourth Year)

School-level recentralization continued during the fourth year

of the Demonstration as all discretionary funds were merged into one pot.

These funds were distributed to schools, not minischooli, on the basis

of reading scores', With laiger amounts given to lower-achieving schools.

Arguments for recentralization at the school level were that it

decreased paper work and_tAa.tthe previous incentives for a decentralized.
.

system had been reMoved. Without their own di. ,-retionary budgets, princiAlS
\

now preferred to control the total school budget: Fixed class sizes

and the removal of basic carry -over funds diminished thel.ncentive for

mAischools to administer their own funds, especially since most principals

allowed minischools limited discretion over expenditures. By the

Demonstration's fouith year, minischools appeared to be losing program

diversity and their autonomy was erodinvas'. the planning and budgeting was

done at the school, rather than the minischool, level.
I

197 (Fifth Year)

Minisdhools, the mechanisms for.increasing Parentalchoice'among

distinctive educational,programs,:continued on a more limited. basis.

38



mentioned preViously, the removal of carry-over funds, the merging-

of discretionary funds, and the fixing of class sizes served.to lessen
.

the minischools71 power and autonomy. In the fifth year of the Demonitration,

only seven of the original voucher sChools,maintained the minischool form

o organization: When these seven schools were joined by two notH.FauCher

schools, there were a total of twenty school-ithin-school alternatives.

At this time, the district chose to Qalleall of its schools'
.

.

alternatives. The term "alternitive",was somewhat misleading since single-

program schools, served mainly as neighborhood schools which did not-.

attempt to differentiate themselves by program theme. In addition, only

. 25 percent of the teachers in.single-programschdols preceiVed themselves

as teaching in an alternative program.c.,

6.' 1977778 (Sixth Year)

For all practical purposes, the Alum Rock Demonstration ended in

the rSpring of 1977. Its original objectiVe, namely, to observe what

would happen*if i'ChoOl district gave parents the opPortunity to enroll

their children inthe public-or priyate school of their choice, at the

district expense, was never realized. The Voucher Demonstration became,

instead, a test of the idea of free parent choice among alternative-
--

programs within the public schools.

By 1977 -78, only two-schools.in Alum Rock still offered more than

one educational 'program, although open, enrollment continued to be the

district policy. The voucher concept.assumed that parents would actively

use their power of choice to make the system operate for-their children's

benefit and that programs would compete with each other for resources.

The district's experiment did not bear out this assumption as fully as

expected.

4
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II. SUBSTUDY DESCRIPTIONS

A. 'DEMOGRAPHIC DATA BASE

1. Background and Purpose

Creating a Demographic Data Base was the result of an administrative

data collection and data proceising effort to support other evaluative

activities performed during the Elementary Education Voucher Demonstration.

Specifically,' the demographic data were used by'the Demonstration research

staf, to assist in sample seleCtion, to generate class lists, and to

perform analyses when used in combination with other Demonstration

data.

2. Sample

The Demographic Data Base describes three populations:

minischools, voucher students, and voucher/nonvoucher teachers. The

entire universe was the target population for each of these groups.

3. Data Base Designs.

The files comprising the Demographic Data Base were designed by the

data management contractor (DMC) in anticipation of the research needs

of the Demonstration research staff. Since the staff required comprehensive

and up -to -date_ information. on minischools, students, and teachers, a

five-year longitudinal data base was constructed. Several types of

information were included in this data base.

identifying information;-

'individual and family demographic information;

o program information (e.g., dates,_of openings and closings,
size, grade levels, etc.);

attendance information;

70
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federal program participedon;

transfer information;

teacher employment/salary/credential information.

File-level documents provide-detailed information on the structure

2.
of the Student, Teacher, and Minischdel7Demographic Files.

61

Data for the Demographic Data Base were not generated by a specific

instrument; rather, they were obtained from a variety of sources, shown

in Table 1.

TABLE

Sources of Demographic Data

Population Source

Minischools: Student Demographic File
Teacher Demographic File
Voucher Dollar Reports

Alum Rock Attendance System (ARAS) Voucher School Data

Students

Teachers

Fields computed from other
minischool fields
Teacher Rosters
Rand Quarterly Reports

.School Attendance. Records
-School Registration Records
Parent Requests for Transfers

Alum Rock Employee Payrolq. File

u.' Statistical Analysis

In addition to cleaning and merging data, the DMC checked the

consistency and range of the values of variables in the Demographic Data

Base. However, no statistical analyses were performed on these data

as part of data base'construotion. These were combined with other

questionnaire data and analyzed in the context of several other Demonstration

substudieh

71
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Findings

Since no specific analyses of these data were perfOrmed, there

are no findings to report.

6. File Descriptions

There are three files corresponding to each population in the

Demographic. data base.

a. Minischool Demographics

The purpose of collecting the data in this.'-file was to track

physical changes in the Alum Rock school buildings and to,describe

the operating characteristics of each minischool. To:meet ails end,

such information as location, teacher, administrator, enrollments,

number of classrooms, and voucher funds was collected. The file covers

five years and contains ape record for eachministhool.

Year Minischool Variables

1972-73 26 76

1973-74 58 76

1974-75 67 76

1975 -7.6 67 76

1976-77 100 76

318

b. Student Demographics

The data in this file describe voucher students in the Elementary

Education Voucher Demonstration.- Designed to assist research staffi ;it

contains information on a number of student characteristics, among them,

identification code, voucher status,. birth. year, sex, ethnicity, grade,

school, program, enrollment date, attendance category, handicaps, first

72
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language, federal program participation, residence, family status,

transfers. The data for each of the 5 years of this: study have ben

merged and the resulting file contains 33,090 cases and 155 dgta items.

Teacher Demographics

Like,the other files in the Demographic Data Basu. this file covers

five years: Its purpose was also to assist Tesearchers: it serves as a

basis for generating lists for, surveys. The data it contained were often

combined and analyzed with questionnaire results. It contains data on both

voucher and nonvoucher teachers. This file contains 1,980 casesand 73

data items.
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PARENT/COMMUNITY SURVEYS

1. Background and Purpose

The question of parental choice in schooling has been of limited

interest in the past' because there has been very little variation in

school decisions. Most American children (89%) attend the public schools in

their deighborhoods; however, a sizeable minority (10%) attend

parochial schools, and a small proportion (1%) attend other private

schools (Grant, DHEW, 1973).

When parents were dissatisfied with their child's schooling, their

range of options have usually consisted of: (a) moving family residence

to a preferred attendance area, (b) requesting an inter-school transfer,

(c) asking fora particular teacher, classroom, or program, (d) going

'.outside'the public school system to a private or parochial school, or (e)

keeping the child out of school altogether.
?

While these options have traditionally existed, they have 'always been

strongly. influenced by families' financial resources and social

influence. Families with low resources and little influence have had

difficulty taking advantage of the mechanisms necessary to provide

educational alternatives for their children,.

Those in favor of further increasing parental choice, see a number of'

'benefits for their children and their families:

First, some view increased parental choice as a means of giving

families more control over schools. The underlying assumption is that

teachers will work harder under such a system, thereby improving student

pertormance.
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Second, alterbatives in schooling will provide an owlet for those

parents who hold views different from thosd preValent in the public school.

Third, parent erlesSness and alienatior .:an 1.1 lse

their participation in their children's schools.

Fourth, parents may indeed prove to be better at matching their children

with a specific educational program than the professional educators, thus

maximizing overall student progress.

The Educational Voucher Demonstration in Alum Rock California was not

only an attempt to increase parental choice, it also sought to give parents

a set of distinct program alternatives from which to choose. The

Demonstration did so by stimulating competition between Schools and

by creating m ltiple programs within the public school system. Fostering

competition between minischools presumably would improve the quality of
/ . .

I

these programs by introducing the market motive into the educational system.

I

However, rapid and complex changes in organizati6n.and procedures

occurred in the Alum Rock district as a result of the Demonstration. These

changes rai:: : 11! itions about the problem that other districts would

encounter in attempting to Implement a system of educational alternatives.

Among some of the questions on which the evaluatiOn focused in Alum Rock were:

How do.parents react to the Demonstration?

Do parents understand their choices under this new system?

How do 'parents exercise their options?

(0'

,To provide answers to these questions, six Parent /Community Surveys

were condut:tea ( L. the five years of the Alum Rcck Voucher Demonstration.

The six surveys were conducted at the following times:

e. Fall 1972,
fr

Spring 1973 /

Fall 1973 ,
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Spring 1974,

Fall 1974,

Fall 1\976.

2. Sample

New samples of families were selected during October of each year

of the remonstration. The respondents to the parent/Cbmmunity Survey

interviews were drawn in order to represent two factors relevant tc

the evaluation design: parental status (i.e., parent or non parent) and

residence (within the'voucher area or outside the voucher area).

%tif

Thus, the evalu tion samples selected for the analysis of educational

voucher dem stration were

voucher parents,

voucher non-parents,

non-voucher parents,

non-voucher non parents.

The latter three subsamples served as control groups. These control

groups helped.to eliminate thi influence of parental -status and

residential location on the attitudes and behavior rard educational

vouchers and to study more closely the effects of / vouchers on the subsample

7,
of major interest, the voucher parents themsdives.

A number of supplementary samples were added to the sampling design

in order to investigate the effects of refusal rates, outmigration of

panel members, and program/school changing behavior: Thus, samples were

broadly classified as experimental samples in contrast to the

purely evaluative samples described above. The major types of experimental

samples are listed below./

Outmigrants sample,

Immigrants sample, 78
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Changer sample,

Panel sample.

:le f, section, the evaluation and experimental samples

drawn in each of the six parent/community surveys is defined and

e method of sample selection is briefly described.

a. Fall 1972 Parent/Community Survey

There were six subsamples in the. Fall 1972 survey.

e' Voucher Parents: 'Parents who have children-attending voucher

schools
J

Changers: Parents who have children attending

-voucher schools who changed the school

that any one of their children in voucher,

schools attend

e. Voucher, Nbn-
Parents Adults living, in the voucher area.who do

Ti'wo Subsamples
of Nyn-Nbucher
Parents:

Non--Voucher,

lbn-Ihrents'

not have children attending voucher schools

Parents who have children in grades K to 8

who live outside the voucher. demonstration

area. Two separate subsamples of non-voucher
.

parents were drawn, one 'using block quota

sampling techniques and the other using proba-

bility sampling from-lists of parents in selected

(RECAP) schools

Adultsliving outside the voucher demonstration

area who do not lave children in grades K to 8

79
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. The two methods used to draw the .subsamples were a probability

,

method and a block quota sampling -echnique: Two methods were used

because the probability method would not represent all of the non-voucher

schools.

b. Spring 1973 Parent/Community Survey

Six subsamples were drawn in the Spring 1973 survey.

2curring Changer Sample: This is a sample of families who again ,

exercised their voucher option to transfer the child who qualified them
for inclusion_ in the fall 1972 changer sample. Only six families
yere targeted for this subsample.

New .:hanger. Sample: Families-complising this sample exercised'
their voucher option to change the school(s) or program(s) of one

. or more of their children for the first time between' October 1, 1972.
and October 1, 1973. Sixty-nine families weretargeted for this
subsample.

Post Changer Sample: These families are a sample of changer families
from the fall 19721survey, who still resided in the demonstratio
area and did not choose to transfer the child who initially qualified'
them for inclusion in the 1972 changer sample. The target population f4
this subsample was 50'families.

Panel Sample: This subsample of families currently reside in the school
district and was /interview,...: in the fall 1972 survey. The target
group was 150 families.

Panel Control Sample: This subsample consisted of parents not pre-
viously interviewed. This subsample became part of the panel sample
for the third wave of tilt stirvey.. Fifty families were targeted for
this subsample.

'ImmigrantSample: Thii subsample of families migrated into the
. Demonstration area after the fall 1972 survey had-been administered.

It was used to replace members of the pan3l sample who'had migrated
out.

80
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'Respondents for each of the six groups were selected in a probability

sampling of lists of parents whc, met the eligibility criteria. The panel

sample was stratified by school and ethnicity; the panpl control sample

was stratified by ethnicity alone. Although the inmigrant sample was not

stratified, each inmigrant family-was of the same ethnicity as the out .

.migrant family it replaced. The changer samples were not stratified by

the ethnicity of the fall survey because such a distribution would differ

from the population as a whole and, therefore, bias the sample.

c. Fa11.1973 Parent/Community Survey

Seven subsamples were drawn in Fall 1973.

Voucher Parents:

e Voucher Non-Parents:

Non-Voucher Parents:

Non-Voucher, Non-Parents:

Parent Panel:

Parents _who have children

attending voucher schools

People living in the voucher

area who do not have children

attending voucher schools

People living outside the voucher

district who have children in

grades K-8 in public, non-voucher

schools

People living outside the voucher

district who do not have children

in graAes K-8 in public schools-----

Parents in the Delionstration

district who had previously interview

in November 197-2.and/or June 1973

Panel Control: Parenti-Who-have lived in_the

Demonstration district since

81 November 1972.and have
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not been previously interviewed.

,Parents who had moved into the

Demonstration district since June

1973.

The subsamples for this survey were drawn in two ways: from lists of

parents with children in voucher schools (voucher parents, parent panel,

control, in-migrants) or by a

stage area probability sample

random selection of households using a two-

consisting first of city bloCks, then house-

holds (voucher non-parents, non - voucher parents,

d. Spring 1974

This survey consisted of three separate

Changer SaMple

:hanger Control Sample

Alternate Changer antrol
Sample

non - voucher non-parents).

bubsamples.

'Parents of children in voucher

schools who changed schools or

'programs during the 1973 -74 school

year

Parents of children in voucher

schools who did not change schools

or. programs during the school year

1973-74

This subsample was identical to the

Changer ContrOl-sample. The families-

within this subsample were used when7

ever a family from the former subsample

could not be interviewed.
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All three samples for the spring 1974 survey were selected randomly

from: lists of Tarents*in the voucher schools. The changer sample
.

Was selected first and the changer control families were then chosen and

`maeChed,child by child, according to sex, ethnic background,' school,

Trogram, grade, and classroom. The alternate changer control sample

was drawn in the same manner as the changer control sample..

e. Fall :1974 Parent/Community Survey

Three. separate subsamples were surveyed in fall 1974..

Voucher Parents:

Non-Voucher Parents:

Non-Voucher Parents:

Parents who have/children attending

voucher schools

Parents living in the voucher district

who have children in grades K-8

in public, non-voucher schools, and who

have been previously interviewed

Parents living in the voucher district

who have children in ,rades K-8 in

public, non-voucher schools, and.who have

not been previously interviewed

The samples for this survey were drawn, to meet quotas defined by school

building and respondent ethnicity. The entire ysample of 'voucher parents.

and the majority of the sample of non-voucher parents, were drawn from

lists of voucher parents,who had been interviewed during the fall 1972 or

fall 1973 surveys but who had not been interviewed subsequently. A sufficient

number of families were drawn randomly for each Iluildins/ethnicity cell so

that the completion quota for each cell ciuld be met, given reasonable

completion rates within cells.

83
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f. Fall 1976 Parent/CoMmunity Survey

The survey sample for this study consisted of three subsamples:

Old Voucher Parents: Parents who reside in the

area defined as "old voucher

catchment areas"

Voucher 2 Parkints: Parents who reside in areas

defined as "newrvoucher catchment

Non-voucher Parents:

areas"

,

Parents who reside in the non-

voucher catchment areas

3. Study:Design

-The Study design can'best be described as a, grease experiment.

The Temonstration occurred in a natural setting where random .

assignment to experimental groups'and laboratory controlS'were'impossible

to achieve. However, the study-design contained longitudinal elements and

control groups where possible, and attention was, given to the'best

group assignment possible, given the realities of the situation.

.

The two purposes of the survey design were 1) to obtain sufficient

data from\voucher parents, so that inferences could be made about the '

effect of'the Voucher Demonstration on parental' attitudes and behavior,

and, 2) to investigate important methodological issues. that occur in the

evaluation of large-scale social experiments.

In, accordance with these two expressed purposes, the survey design

Contained both anevaluationancLan experimental component: To accomplish

1
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this first purpose (evaluation), it was necessary to isolate the impact

of educational vouchers on voucher parents. This involved collecting

data from other populations likely to be affected by the demonstration,,

namely," non-parents and parents in non voucher catchment areas. Thus,

'four subsamples consisting of the focal group voucher parents and'three

control groups formed an experimental design which crossed two factors:

parental status ,and residential location. (See Figure 3)

Residential
Area

EVALUATION DESIGN

Parental Status,

P NP

0

Figure 3

X = fOcal group

'0-= control group

In order to determine how parents felt about educational vduchers,

whether they understood-them,' and if they used them, the
,

survey design
\

investigated severalyethodological problems associated wit1.-the evaluation

. .

of social programs. This/investigation represents the experimental

component of the design.' It was experimental_becadse, while it was not

necessary for the evaluation per se, the methodological investigation

attempted to disCover alternative approaches to the evaluation.

Three experiments were performed In this phase of. the study: the .

panel experiment, the changer 1/4experiment, and the probability `sample

block quota sample experiment:

The panel experiment attempted to contrast the relative merits of

-a_

a'panel design versus an independent sample design. iThis experiment explored
_-__ -.. J.

the factors that led to attrition and the extent to which-inferences-from

panel designs tended to be biased.because of attrition;
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The changer experiment sought to develop a model to predict school,

changes and to explore the reasons parents changed their children's schools.

The 'probability sample-block quota experiment was influenced by

Sudman (1968) who has contended that block.quota sampling'techniques

are more cost-effective than probability sampling methods. SudmantS

impression was formed using national level data; the voucher study

sought to test his hypotheses on the local level.

4. Statistical Analysis

The Parent/CommUnity Survey data were analyzed'using a

variety of statistical techniques. Much of the data in this survey

were analyzed using simple descriptive statistics (e.g., frequencies.,

proportions, rankings,means, and standard deviations). Using appropriate

tests of statistical significance (the square and median test), the

independence between and within groups of parents were determined for

each study year and across study years. Group differences were analyzed

using analysis of variance. A path analytic model was constructed to note

the effects of parental characteristics on the decisions they made about

their children's schooling. When significant trends were apparent in parental

attitude.and behaVior over time, Maxwell tests (1963)" were used to

partition these trends into linear,and nonlinear components.

. Findings.

The findings of the Parent /Community Surveys are summarized below

under` the three topics:a. parental information levels about edUcational,

alternatives; b. parental schooling decisionS; and- c. parental attitudes

about educational alirnatives.
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a. Parental Information Levels

Information levels were higher among socially advantaged

families; educational background emerged as an especially

important factor.

The variability among parents' information levels de'creased

as parents became more experienced with the choice system.

Less educated families put more reliance on information

gleaned from personal contacts with more educated parents. The

more educated parents relied more on printed information.

Parental. Schooling Decisions

Regardless of educational background, mothers were more

involved in schooling, decisions. Less educated ,fathers

appeared somewhat more involved with their sons' educations,,

than their daughtere&,

. Geographic location remain ed the most important factor in

parents' placement decisions, even when free transportation
.

was provided.

The more distinct programs were from each other and the older

the child, the LesS important geographic location became

in parenta'' placemittdecisions,

-
On the whole, curriculuM factors were less important_thari.

non instructional (factors (SES school cOmposition, maintenance

of sibling and friendship relationships, school.location, etc.)

Less educated parents are more likely to emphasize children's

obedience and respect for authority than more educated families

who tend to endourage.creativity and reliance

set standards.:

upon internally
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When parents have free choices, children from socially
a

advantaged families will tend to be over-represented

in less structured, open classrooms.

. Parental Attitudes

Parents' global evaluations of the schools were generally

lower than their evaluations of the classroom teachers

who came in 'tontact with their children.

The more powerless parents felt, the less satisfied'they

tended to be with the educational system and the performance

of school personnel.

In general, parents' satisfaction with the schools increased

at the outset of an innovation and then began'to fall as
Q

the situation failed to live up to their original expectations.

Parents' satisfaction tended to dearease when their schooling

alternatives were limited'after a period of wider choice.

,File Descriptions

There are six Parent/Community Survey' files, each corresponding to

an administration of the survey. Since the type of data and kinds of

respondents have been described earlier, only information on respondents'

and number of variables is summarized here.

File /Administration _Respondents Variables

Fall 1972 1,447 428

Spring 1973 239 574

Fall 1973 1,502 556

Sprihg 1974 233 534

Fall 197 4 8,170* 435

Fall 1976 0 844 334

* :Total number of ietords:jhuMber of caSes not giklable)

t!".. n
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NIE.
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TEACHER.. SURVEYS

1. Background and Pupose

The Teacher Surveys were apart of the overall evaluation of the

Elementary Education Voucher Demonstration. The primary purpose

of the evaluation was to measure changes in the Alum Rock district

attributable to the Voucher Demonstrationand to determine, specifically,

the relative impact of various aspects of the. Demonstration on'educational,

'political, and social developments in the community.. Periodic measurement

of voucher and. nonvoucher teacher attitudes toward the Demonstration was

an essential component of this evaluation. Seven Teacher Surveys

were conducted, the first in fall 1972 and the last in winter 1977.

Archive contains:information on the first six surveys.

The purposes of the individual surveys differed somewhat. For

instance, the first survey emphasized the expected outcomes of the EEVD.

and the winter 1974 survey attempted to discover possible nonresponse

bias. However, all of the Teacher Surveys shared. a common purpose, namely,

1to elicit teachers attitudes toward, and experiences with, the Voucher

Demonstration in Alum Rock.
.

.

2. Sample

The universe of-Alum Rnck teachers was targeted for ail.but one

'Teacher Survey. The. major reasons for taripting the total population

were 1) the desire to obtain the largest possible response and'2) its

size'(600 to 700 teachers), which posed no distribUtion. or coding koblems

.
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The overall response to the seven surveys was relatively

substantial, with rates ranging from 63.1% to 87%. Follow-up procedures

were used to improve response rates, and, in.later surveys, the

questionnaires were distributed and completed during conference time,

rather than mailed to teachers' homes. A study of possible nonresponse

bias showed no significantdifferences between respondents and non-

respondents in the. Teacher Surveys.

All but one survey drew a sample from the universe of Alum Rock teachers.

Because the Winter 1974 Teacher Suryey was conducted by telephone, it

was too costly to target the universe, which numbered 636 teachers at that

time. This survey targeted 25% of Alum Rock teachers (159) and had a

response rate of 94%.

3. Data Collection

Since there were several administrations

82

of the Teacher Survey, information

questionnaireon the date, type of survey, and number and length of the

is best related in a-tabular fashion.

Administration

Fall 1972

Spring 1973

Winter 1974

Spring 1974

Spring 1975

Spring 1976

TABLE 7: Teacher Survey Forms

Type

self-administered
mailed

self-administered
mailed

telephone;

interview

self-administered
mailed

Firms.

voucher
nonvoucher

voucher
expansion
nonvoucher

voucher
. nonvoucher

voucher
nonvoucher

self-administered voucher
at faculty meetings nonvoucher

self-administered vq6oher"
at faculty meetings nonVoucher

forms.

Number of Data
Items Per Form

338

236

94

141

109
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The changes made in the Teacher Survey instruments for each adminis-.

tration are discussed generally below. In this discussion, only .the voucher

forms are treated. Subsidiary forms,(nonvoucher and expansion forms) were

always shorier versions of the voucher form since questions about partici-

pation in the Demonstration were omitted.

a. Fall 1972

The fall 1972 instrument was the longest version of the Teacher Survey.

Its general content areas were

I

teacher background data;

descriptions bf the educational situation in Alum Rock before vouchers;

,

attitudes and expectations concerning the Demonstration;

opinions about educational problem.

b. Spring 1973

The instrument used in the spring 1973 Teacher Survey was a shorter

version of the fill 1972-Survey. The following.types-of questions were deleted:

questions relevant only at the outset of the Demonstration;

seasonal questions;

questions about attitudes that were not expected to change. over the
short run;

questions that did-not provide useful answers in/the first administration.
-

The most important difference between the fall 1972 end spring 1973

version; was that the spring version tried to uncover teachers' actual exper-

iences with the Voucher-Demonstration now that it was Underway. A questio

. -

in the fall 1972-version concerning expectations was reworded to draw out

experiential data.

c. Winter 1974

The winter 1974 Teacher Survey,was administered by telephone. As a

,.-result, this instrument differed dramatically in form and in length from the

r, M3OQU.00A71Df1
r-nrnnrirm n
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other six instruments., The instrument was similar to previous instruments only

insofar as it included an open - ended., question about general attitudes toward

the Demonstration which appeared in. every other instrument as 'a closed-ended

question. Other openended questions posed in this survey concerned changing

teacher roles, positive and negative features of the Demonstration, and

changes eeachers would recommend to improve the voucher system.

d. Spring 1974

Like the preceding and subsequent survey instruments, the spring 1974

Teacher Survey instrument sought to gather information about teachers'

.characteristics and general attitudes toward the Demonstration. Some new

question areas:were added: costs and benefits of .the Voucher:Demonstration

to teachers; educational offerings and outcomes L.J.f.the DeMonstration; and,

teacher control over minischools, including the use of the income/outgo

budgets. Despite these new topical areas', this instrument was the shorteSt

of the self-administered Teacher Survey questionnaires.

e. Spring 1975

The 4.nstrument used in the spring 1975 Teacher survey was longer,

due to the inclusion of a 36-item work environment scale (WES). Questions

about background and general attitudes toward the Demonstration were

retained. Questions about community/school relations were aided to the

parent/schdol section, and a new-topic, educational diversity, was in-
\

corPorated. This latter addition reflects-a shift in emphasis in the

Demonstration. The original voucher concept sought to increase parent

choice through minischools; now educational alternatives were being created

at the'school level. Other new questions in.this instrument concerns.]

the organization of schools and minischools; perceptions of change in

Alum Rock; decentralization and decisionmaking; and economic Incentives and

expenditure:decisions.
94
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f. Spring 1976

In Spring-1976, the .instrument used varied only slightly from the

Spring 1975 version..

4. Study Design

The Teacher Survey was: longitudinally designed, with the first

survey (fall 1972) forming a bageline against whiCh teachers' attitudes,
. -

expectations, and experiences in the subsequent:implementation years cduld

be compared. However, over the years Of implementation, the Voucher

Demonstration deviated increasingly from the original transition model..

This was most dramatically evidenced in the minischool's loss of autonomy and

power which tended to remove teachers' incentives to maintain new mini-

school programs.

As a result, new issues and problemg arose (e:g., interest in the

school as a gOrk environment) which, necessitated changes in the Teacher

Survey instrument. While a tore of items remained In all of the Teacher

Survey instruments, much of.the data laCked comparability from survey to

survey. To some extent, this limits the usefulness'of the s-iginal

longitudinal design.

5:' Data Arlalysis

A-variety o techniques were used to analyze Teacher Survey dath.

1Items were aintercorre ted to determine whether they-were.actually measuring

the same thing.,' es and crosstabulations were used to show the

degree of favorable, tea2her r sponse to questions about the.Demonstration

and teachers' assessment Of specific. factors of the Demonstration (e.g.,

class size, discipline, and instructional equipment). -Significance tests

were performed to compare-lioucher and'nonvoucher school teachers''.background
,

. ,.,.,

characteristics and generalpredisposition to the Voucher Demonstration.
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Eight indices were constructed from the survey data using a variety of

techniques: simple summation, correlation, and factor, analyses. Regression

analyses wereused to develop general paraw.eters of teacher respons..: and

to_determine the best prediCtors for teachers' overall support of the

Voucher Demonstration.

6. Findings

Many teachers liked the Demonstration primarily, because it meant

extra money, choices for parents,)and more influenCe for teachers. .I:lowever,

as the.Demonstration progressed, teachers loss of influence over curriculum,.

budget, and staffing decisions contributed to the demise of minischools.

Most voucher teacher'S initially thought the quality of education in

Alum Rock would be.improved, but, by the fourth year, less than half thought

that it acrually'had improved. The average nonvoucher teacher thought.the

,Demonstration would:not affect the quality of education In Alum Rock one

way or another.

Thrbughout the Voucher Demonstration, a large minority of teachers

. _
felt that parents lacked the necessary information to make the best

program choices for their children. In1977, after a major reorganization

of programs, only 16 percent of the teachers in Alum Rock felt conf/ident

that parents had enough information to make good choices.

Teachers in the original six voucher schools were morn enthu iastic

r
than, the expansion school teachers about the alternatives.the Demon-
.

stration afforded. Of the three teacher groups, nonvoucher teachers

were least enthusiastic about the Demonstrati. Consistent with their

level of support for the Demonstration, voucher teachers were most likely

to favor parent choice. The best predictor of support for. pel:ent choice
t

wa's the teachers' assessment of the Demonstration's effects on students.
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File DesCriRtins
0

Since'descriptiOna of the purposes and fotms of the TeacherSUrvey

have been presented earlier,in this section, the description of the files

.here.is limited to a listing of the number of'Tespondents and the number

of Variables in each administration.

File/Administration -Respondents

Fall 1972 409

.SpYir4:1973 417.

Winter 1974 151

Spring 1974 41,1.

Spring 1975 534,

Spring 1976 505

t

Variables*

445

2,82

-4 14

113

* This number pertansto the var7;_ables.in the voucher Version.
4-287 of theag variables related, to nonvoucher teachers. .

yr"

nr

r.

t

. . 97 F.
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- g Teacher Survey Substudy '

k:A. Houe and M.A.Thomas.
. Spring 1973 Voucher. Demonstration Teacher Questidnnaire.
Rand Corporation,, 1974.

88

MN 8514 NIE.

R.H. Moos.

Preliminary Manual for Family Environmental Scale, Work Environment
Scale, Group Environment Scale.
Consulting Psychologists Press, 1974.

L.P. Oliver and R.L. Rasmussen.
..The Spring 1975 Teacher -Survey. WN X57 NIF.
Rand Corporation, July 1976.

L.P. Oliver and R.L. Rasmussen.
The-Spring 1976 Teacher Survey. .WN 9857
Rand 'Corporation, 1977.

L.P. Oliver and Roger Rasmussen.
The Spring 1977 Teacher -Survey. WN 9859 NIE
Rand Corporation, 1975.

NIE,

Roger L. Rasmussen.
The Spring 1974 Teacher Survey. WN 9133 NIE.
Rand Corporation, 1975.

'Roger L. Rasmussen.
A 'Study of- Alternatives .in American Education. Volume.III: Teachers'
Responses to Alternatives, R-2170/3 NIE. r

RiEla Corporz-ion, 1978.
r

Roger:L. Rasmussen.
-The Winter 1974 Teacher.Suiyey.
Rand Corporation, 1974.

Margaret A. Thomas, compilek.
Fall 1972 Teacher Questionnaire.
Rand Corporatioh, 1974.

James J. Vanecko. .

Teacheri' Reactions to
..WN 8624 NIE.
.Rand Corporation, 1973.

WN 8743 NIE.

the Voucher Demonstration in 1972-73 (II).

8.

. .
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Student Metropolitan Athigvement Test

1. :Background and Purpose
ti /r
Neither the theoretical mddel,of educationvouchers, nor the modifted,

89

system of alternatives. implemented in Alum, Rock included explicit plans

for fmproving the-educational performance of students involved.in the

-Vemomstration. Stuae t performante was never considered a sole criterion

of the DemOnstration's suttess. Regardless of whether particular per-
-

:for=ance standards were achieved; if parents were more satisfied with the

educatidn their children received, the Demonstration would have succeeded
Cs. a

6
in.meeting one of its statecrobjectives..2 However, the Demonstration could

not be consiSeced completely'successful if the performance of paiticipating

stfidents declined. For..tills reason,-it was necessary to evaluate whether
/

or not students.did as well-as 'might-be expected i uo'innovations 1iad
:rib

\'

been introduced.

.-

',

-The usief student oUtcoMe..measures'has been, and .continues to be, the
As:, ,

t
..-1Subject of muei controversy, lamong researchers. kj.',rticularly

, .4..

important issue in this debate is the extent to 'which outcome measures. -

-

should be tailored'to specific prQram objectivA (Ebel, 1978; Popham, 1978):.
. --t ' ,-

'Standardized achievement teas providesa commorpflyardstick" for comparing
./

N' ' %.
one program with another; they are relatively easy td use since they are-

. .

aCCOmpaniea by simple guidelines for taking comparative, norm-referenced

interpretations, Opponents of standardized tests argue that these benefits

are obtained at the cost of relevance and specificity and that meaningful

.assessments of programimpacts should employ measures .which permit,"objective

based" compariqons: Such criterion-referenced tent are designed specifitally.

toddeteriline whether ,a:particular program or treatment is achiving its,,stated

99
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goals. .These tests do.not employ a neutral or commonly-agreed-upon goal.

as do norm-referencedvmeasures.

\The Demonstration evaluation staff was well aware of the issues assodiated

with. using standardieed.achieyement data for, measuring academic student

outcomes. The staff chose to %Ise .tests because they would generate

the best available data.

In analyzing'student standardized achievement, the evaluation attempted

to answer two questions,

o To what extent has thd Alum Rock. Demonstration modified the per
formance of participating. students? . 1m

o. What measured features of the Demonstration can be shown
torwariations.in Alum Rock student outcomes?

Sample

to account

\.

Two samplesforthis substudy consiste of fomr grade-level cohorts
-

(3rd through 6th grades) which. had. usable test data and were in'the elementary.

- . \

grades throughout the.third, fourth, and fift'h years of the Demonstration.
.

The cohort sample sizes varied from analysis to analysis. Roughly 60% of
.-. :

.
- 0

.

these cohorts were Spanish surnamed and the same percentage were eligible

,

for free.lunch. More than 607:of each sample were voucher students.' The

. 'grade six cohort. contained a Somewhat higher percentage of voucher students,

, 7:1

since by the sixth grade-any nonvoucher student's had begun to move middle

scli'hols which were predominately voucher schools.

Study Design

Total reading scores from.the*Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) were-

the achievement data & Aused: dependent measures in the analysis. Background-.

measures ofethnicity; language...tpoken'at home* and socioeconomic status

100 <.
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were used as covariates-4in the analysis; specific variables utilized were

limited toathose.available on the longitudinal student file in the. Demographic"

Data. Base. Dummy variables were used to indicate whether a student was.

Spanish surnamed and whether Spanish"was spoken. in the student's home.

7

Eligibility for,the federally-funded free lunch program was used to approxi-
.

18:

'Mate SES, since eligibility for the program'is determined by family size

'and, income. Absence from school was also used as.a'covariate in the analysis,

: as a possible intermediate level programeffect and consequent cause of

achievement differences.
-S.

The Student MAT substudy:wa designed as a quasi-experimental comparison

voucher students' scores on the MAT with those of a "control group" not

exposed to the "treatment." The control group was composed of Alum Rock

elementary students who did not participate in the Demonstration:

To related certain features of the Demonstration to student performande,

information was drawn from teacher surveys administered in the third and,.

fourth years of t1;e Demonstration (1974-75, 1975-76). Some of the variables

drawn from these surveys were teacher attitudes toward the Demonstration as .

-

a wholeand theirTerceptions of the school environmen% and changing rates under

the. DeM6hstration. "T explain student achievement <on the MAT,- other inforMatior

was considered in the-analysis. This other information included student pro
:.

gram eniollmen, place of residence,"and perceptions of the schOol environ -.
.

went, as well as indicatdrs of school and program characteristics.

Statistical Analysis

Analysis of "Covariance Was used'r9,assess the effect .of the variable

-"SChool voucber or.nonvoUCher),on reading iChieveMent.

, . 7.

..variables used to:adjust for pontreatment or nonparticipation:relatedtO:

.
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preexisting differences among students:- ethnicity (Spanish

other), Spanish spoken at home, eligibility for free.lunch,

days absent during, the period of the analysis.

surnaMed;or

and number of

- -

%
Analysis cwere performed on four ohorts of,..-,,cudents--thitd,

-%

fifth, and sixth grades as of spfing 1976- -and three time.spans-- 1974
°

f ,

. 0

to spring 1975, fall 1974 to spring 1975, 'and fall 1974 to fail 1976. The
.

,
0 ,

MAT adirlinistered in fall. 1974 served as the' pietest..'

5: Findings

The major findings of this.pubstuaY. was
-

that students who participated

,the Demonstration performed less well on standardized( achievement measures

than students who were not directly involved in the DemonS;ration The

reasons for this difference appear to be unrelated, to the existence of

1

Demonstration, and to have been largely uhaffe cted by theDemonstration.
y.

.

'Regarding featuresof the Demonstration likely to affect student MAT

scores, only minischool size seemed' related. However, this effect was

positive during the third year of,.'fe Demonstration and negative during the

Afourth 'year. .Moreover, students whochanged minischool programs did not
71-

achieve more educationally.

The attitudes and perceptions of teachers and students toward the

Demonsration also appeared/to be.unrelated to reading achievement.in votiaer

and nonvoucher schools.

.9.



File Description

The Student MAT. data

the Dempnstration. This

93

is housed in one file which covers fiwyears of

file contains 25,878 cases and 730 data items.

103
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CRILDRE14'S'SELF-*SOCIALCONSTRUCT TEST (CSSCT)'

, ,

. ,Background and Purpose

The evaluators.of the E entary Education Voucher Demonstration

conducted a study to explore.a ber of student outcomes. Among
.

. theteboutcomes were both cognitive and noncOgnitive effects. Specifically,

cognitive effects were measured using the ilzling component of the

MbtropolitanAchieVeMent-Test OAT), which was administered several
b:t

times during the DeMonstratton, Examples of the poncognitive effects

the eValUators sought to measure were teachers'. perceptions of theii4

schools and attitudes toward the Damonsirtation perceptionsof change

in Alum Rock school-cbbmUnity relati,ont;cstUddnt perceptiOns of the

Demonstration, apd a variety of psYchotocial effects of thdlpemonstration

- -
,:-On students.

The Childreri's Self-Social Collstrudt Test (CSSCT).wa2 one attempt
.

to measure certain-noncognitiye student outcomes. Based on work by

Ziller (1973), this nonverbal instrument measured the. dimensions of

self-esteem, social.distance from signifiztant others in the school An-

'1)

.f.= .

vironment, scope of peer attachment, and perceived individuatibt. The
.

nonao-j-:,:ive,psychosocial constructs mea ured were important to the

P

Demonstration bbth as outcomes in themselves,and as mediating effects on

school achievemeh't.

2. Sample

The sample used irv'tbe CSSCT substddy was drawd from the longitudinal
4

Stud4t MAT data file which contained data oni7,0149 students in 1.975 and

r

2;252 students in 1976.' Aprioximately 65% of these students

through eighth zrade wee in voucher schoOls:

in Kindergarten
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3. Study Design

, The basic pre post -test design was used.

used mere gathered in the Spring of the third

Demonstration,the exeminatioA/'of effects was

in this int,.val. Grade levels we* combined

the instrument was

However, since

and fourth years

limited to those

in the

the data

of the

occurring

analysis, since 1
appropriate for multiple grades. In Addition,

investigating overall voucher/nonvoucher student differences on the

(i.e., voucher/nonvoucher) bySSCT, the study explored school typ

g&de level inteyactions.

Similar items

cribedbelow. These measures were used in the CSSCT substudy both as

.-independent-variables in analyses of achievement outcomes and as ou--

on the CSSCT were averaged to form four measures des-

2e.

comes in sthemselves.

Two types of items measured social distance from significant
others in the school environment ,(5..e., from both'teachers and
peers) and lack of social interest. The last in a row of_circlesm
Was marked to represent the target figure (teacher-cirlieer). The
student,was asked to revesent himself by marking one of the other
circles. "Social distance" was the distance,between the student's
circle and the target fikure's circle. Items measuring lack of

as social interest presented a-s-e-t of three, circles representing part"
entS, teachers, and_friends and formed a social influence triangle.
The student was.asked to represent himself by drawing a circle any-
where on the-page.

.
were scored according

.

to whether the_,-
student5s circle fell within ar outside the triangle. 5

. . , 4,,

,..

. . .

To m asure self-esteem. tudents were told to cloose a self-repre,
..

sent ng circle from erticaT.or horizontal raw of circles.
f

/":CboOsing.a circle' igh on the vertical raw or near the left Ind of
the horizontal row indicated high self-esteem.

re A determination. of the scope of peer attachments was formed using
items which directed the student to draw any number- of lines be-
iween circles representing "other studenti and himself.

Peiceaved indiyiduation was measured by asking the student to chooss.
a self-representative circle from a colleCtion of circles, a few of
which differed from the maiprity of circles.
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Statistical Analysis

Lt.
Analysis of;- covariance was used to. investigate the , CSSCT data

Thecovariates used were free lUnch eligibility, Spanish.surname, school

. type,,,'-andthe releifant premg-asUre.-.i Due to a lack of variance on the

Idurtb scale of ,theCSSCT,,(perceived individuation) this scalewas dropped-

fi'aM the analyses.

Findings

The CSSC\T results-Showed that voucherand-nonvoucher student scores,..

became iticrecsingly similar to each other from the third to the fourth

:years of the SUbtudy. _.An increase in social disianCe was mixed .betWeen
/

`yciuther and nonvouCber studentS. VoUcheristudents indicated that they

felt closer to their teachers and peers and more a part of the domain.of

social influence. As compared:to nonvoucher students, voucher students,

had soMewhat lower self estee;aiid77-m omewhat narrower scope of peer'

attachments,.

. File Descriptic.--

2,252 students in 1976.

The.CSSCT file contains 46 data items for 7,149 students in 1975 and1 ----
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PROGRAMMER'S:GUIDE

This Guide provides'aprograMmerwith descriptions of-linkage,:variables

to assist in the merging of various existing archive files to pioduce

L.,;new analysis files. First, it describes archive.file categories.: student,

teacber,.parent/community, and minischool. Then, it explains how the

data in eachof.these categories are related or linked.and how these
to4

data:tbay.be merged.

A. ARCHIVE FILE CATEGORIES

All archive files fall in one of the following categories. These categories

represent units of Observation for the-particular file:

student (demographic and test data files);

.ttacher (demographic and survey files);

parent/cOmmunity (survey files);,

minischool (various progranCdata

1. Student Files

There are 3'ftypes of student files; they are structured as follows.

Individual survey and test fifes'
a

- identification data (STUDENT-ID, FAMILY ROOT)

v .

-.selected demographid and location data

- survey and test data

eV

Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) longitudinal file

- identification data (STUDENT-ID, FAMILY-ROOT).

--selected demographic; location, and voucher data
.sso

*
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Master longitudinal file

-:,identificatiohdata (STUDENT -ID, FAMILY ROOT)
0

- demographic data

- .location and attendance data..

voucher application data

-.-;transfer data

"*- teacher data (TEACHER-ID

- catchment data
. 0

a

- \eneral prograth data (AFDC, free and reduced meal eligibility)

- compensatory oticher data

In the student files,,all 'records (or cases) are 'associated with, wid

describe,students. Each case is identified by.a unique identifier called
,

ST1JDENi-ID or DMC-ID.- STUDENT-ID is nine-digit number derived from the

following information:

FAMILY. ROOT: digits.1;

SIBLING SEQUENTIAL NUMBER: digits 7 -8;

modulus 11 check digit: digit 9.

en the files were first created, each

ROOT 7101 siblings in a familYWere designated!by the same FAMILY ROOT

and differentiAted from one another. by a, SIBLING SEQUENTIAL NUMBER.

(students) were incorporated' during the file. maintenanceAs new cases

13rocesa,

siblings

ioas'neceasary to'deterMine whethervoucher student had

who werealsO participating in the Demonstration If so, the

"new" student's jiconsiste&:of the FAMILTJMOT of hiS/herAAblings-Snd

the next SIBLING SEQUENTIAL NUMBER. If not, a new:FAMILY ROOT'wes_created"

the student was assigned the SIBLING SBQUEINT1AL NUMBER'01. For
, .

,

subsequent DemOntitration-. year2, 14 5, the:initial SIBLING:SEQUENTIAL
, .

NUMBERS assigned were 114 21 41,;:ieSPectively.



Then a standard Modulus,11 check digit wasgenerated. 'Since all

Demonstration students from one family share AMILY ROOT, a one -way
-'

.

frequency.analysi's on FAMILY ROOT_Could be used to determine the total'

number offamiiie4, the, number of participating sibl.ingi in a given family,
. -

! 7 e,

.

the average number of participating students:per family; and family size

.:

distribution..

In summary, `each family is identified 'by a FAMILY ROOT and. each student

withih each family is identified by -a-different-SIBLING-SEQUENTIAL,NUMBER-.

Combined faith modulus 11 check digit, this methodresults'in a.unique nine-
.

digit STUDENT-ID for each participating student.

. Teacher Files

The two groups of teacher' files are structi4ied in the following manner.

- Individual survey files

- identification dath(TEACHER-ID)

.-.survey data

.Master longitudinal file

identification data (1EACFFR-ID)

demographic data

employMent data.

- assignment data

- transfer-data.'

- absence data

. 1/4

In these files, each case unitof observation represents one teacher

who is uniquely. identified by a six-digit TEACHER-ID (DMC-T-ID). The

identification number was createdas'follows:

O uniqae five-digit numbe : digit'1-5;

modulus 11 check digit: digit

As new teachers (cases) were identified during file-maintenance, they

were assigned next available SequentialTEACHERID.
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. Parent/Community Files.

Each parzent/community.survey. file contains
0

identification .data (FAMILYROOT);

0 selected background data,-

survey data, f

Each parent, that is, mOther(or father; 4.f Mother was not available)
'

. .

is one case unit ofobservation. identified by a unique six-digit f
\

. . ,

FAMILY - ROOT... Parents whose children) participatedin the Demonstration

4i4e,the same FAMILY ROOT as their Ohild(ren),

4. Minischool File'

Minischool file cases are organized into these sections:

identification data:PCNISCHOOL-ID),.

school data,

minischool staff dita (TEACHER-ID),

mihisehOOl_facilities data,

enrollmeattata,

-classroom data,

o' budget data,

voucher dollar data,

'cogients data.T

The unit of observation or case, in this file is one minischool

program. Each case is uniquely identified by MINISCHOOL-ID or voucher



. 'FILE LINKAGE.

1. General

oic

In dker to'use specific identifiera to oatch cases from different,

4..

archive files, it is necessary to uhders and several general characteristici

of identifier4s.

---bnce-an identifier had been assigned, it remAind- unchanged from

year to year..

;h.' To merge data from different files meaningfully, data extracted

must pertain to the same time'frame within the five-year Demonstration.

That is, ifTOne combines data from the files of a 1975 survey, s/he must
.

select 1975 data from longitudinal files.

c. To merge.data from different files for a portion of a year

only, additional itiatChing:is necessary.

1k..0ne or more TEACHER-IDs may appear in'each case in the student

longitudinal. file. There are-two reasons for this -1).the student

transferred from one school or iinischoOl to another school or minischool;

'2) teachers were re- assigned classrooms. To indicate when a studentlias

in a teacher's clAssrooth a starting date wasassigned-to:each TEACHER-ID

A.n.the.student longitudinal Consequently, when merging student

and teacher files for a given 'period within a school year,:a TEACHER-ID

corresponding to the studentlsteacher at that time must beselected::

Linking Data

The data detired for secondarY analysis may reside on different

archive tapes and furthermore may be:stored in more than'one:of the'

categories described above. Therefore the firststep iriereating a
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new-analysis file is determining which Identifiers must
t %

\

match and link eorresponding cases.

In this section, we describe all posaible linkage
e

try twolfile categoriCS4

lU \
files are link Wfirst.to

be used to

combination's for

Ifithree or more .files .are' to be linked, 'two
.

. ,

create4simple merged file; then-ihe third

procedure.file is linked tothe, merged file using the same

.Student.;Parent Link

.Objective: link student transfer activity and 'parents'-
feelings and attitudes about voucherprograms.

u
Variables,describing student transfer data will be extracted from

. _
.

the siudent master longitudinal rile; variables describing.:paients

feelings and'attitudes will be extracted from the parent/community survey
.

14,

file. Cases will be linked by matching FAMILY ROOT.(first 6 digits of

..

STUDENT -ID) of student cases and FAMILY-ID oi Arent survey cases.

Student-Teach6r Link

Objective: link student attendance and teacher experiencef

The 'Master longitudinal student file provides attendance data

and the employment section of the master longitudinal teacher file

provides.teacher experience data. Cases from both files will be linked

using. TEACHER -ID from the. teacher file and matching these TEACHER-IDs with
-.-

with thoSe in the teacher data section of the student file.

. Student-Minisehool Link

Objective: link student MAT scores and minischool classroom
data `

Student location data (school -rliniScheol, and classroo0) in the

MAT longitudinal file willbe match4 with MINISCHOOL -ID in minischool



dathand:MAT score variables (from MAT file)., Classroom data (from

minischool fi )1e) will be extracted for matching cases.

.Parent-Teacher

J 0.:

Objective:, link parent'4 and teacher's survey responses
on minischool programs.

. . ./
The files willbe linked by matching minischool data (TEAL ;R -ID)

from the parent file and TEACHER-ED from the teacher file. Selected,

variables then will be selected frbm each matching case.

e. Parent-Minischool Link

Objective: slink parent's eduaational background and minischool
e .zk budget,data.

Cases will be matched using the minischool data (MINISCHOOL-ID)

in the parent file and theMINISCHOOL-ID in the minischool file. Selected

demographic data on parents and minischool.budget will then be extracted

from both files.

f. Teacher-Minischool Link

Objective: link teacher absence dath and minischool voucher
. ,.'dollar *data: c

.. -1

'' . .

Variables describing teacher absence data will be extracted from

the teacher master file; variables describing voucher dollar datawill

be extracted from the Minischool file: Cases will be matched on- TEACHER -ID%
from the teacher file and TEACHER -ID from the.minischool,ttaff data of.

the mirdschool file.

.' FILE MERGING

Creating a work analysis'file usually involves heveral;steim.' The

example below illustrates-theprocedure.uped to merge student MAT

I

scores and:teacher experience in:the secondyear:of4bucher-demonstration.



Two utility programs are used in this example: SELECT and TAGUP
(NORC, University of Chicago).

Step.1: Select Appropriate Files

In our example, the appropriate files are the Student MAT

longitudinal file' and the longitudinal teacher master file.
d

Step 2:_ Create Reduced "Answer" File

The MAT file containing TEACHER-ID and MAT scores is used to
.

create.the reduced answer.file. .-First, use the T codebook to identify
.

the appropriate variables and their, locations. In our. example, TEACHER-

IDs were in locationi 21,-26 and year two MAT-scores were in.locetions

101-150 (10 variables/in consecutive .locations, each one occupying five-
,

character fields): The SELECT utility program contrdi statements are

100, EQ '2'

M 21-26 To 176-
M 101-150 To 7-56'

This statement Will select the MAT scores of only those Students

present and was tested in Year Two. The resultant output record will

be56 characters in length,-.'sinoe TEACHER-ID was

1-6'and MATscores were moved to locations 7-56.

Step 3: Sort
a

oved..into locations
.

Sort created answer file on TEACHER-ID, that is, on major sort key

in locations 1 -6.

Step 4: Create a'Second Reduced AnswerFile

The Second reduCed answer" file:Will be generated uSing the teacher

master file containing TEACHER -ID in locations 1-6 and variables in-locations

7-30.-The retrieval program SELECT described in Stepiwrill be used



Step 5: Sort Teachat4inswer File

The teacher answeilewfq,sorted by TEACHER -ID, using the Procedures applied

o the MAT answer filetand described in Step 3.

4

Step 6: gelthe Two AnswertFiles

Now there are two anSwer.-filesi each having a different number of cases.

ez.

Since the MAT answer file describing each stlident'sMAT s63res has TEACHER-
. 0

III as'an ideritifier, all students from one classroom have the same.

TEACHER

TAGUPis a suitable utAlity progimm for 66eiting 'the new cbmbined,

analysis filee TAGUP is capable.of gergilg; or "tagging up," 'data from
1,

"group" records to sets. r'Individualrecords. 'In our
\

example,' a group isa teacher and an individual is a student.

The inputs to TAGUP will beYthe.:MAT answer file,,described to TAGUP,

as INDIVIN; and the teacher answer-file, described.to TAGUP asGROUPIN.
.

The output will be an MAT answer.file,with teacher data "tagged" to it

and described to TAGUP as INDIVOUT. The TAGUP control elements will

`then be: ,

GROUP = 1, INDIV LEN = 4.
TAG'24-,7 5T.

The first statement describes the'startinvpositions of matching

sequence numbers (TEACHER-ID) and their length(4 digits). The Second

statement will "tag" teacher data:24 charactersin.length (in locationi

7-30) to each matching'student record (locations 57-80).

The final INDIVOUT analysis file will have the following layout columns:

1-6 Teacher-ID
7-56 :Student, MATIscoreb
57-80 eacher. data describing-teacher*s,experience.'
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Teiporary answer files can now be discarded since the new merged file

)
kw3.11 4be' used as input to analysis programs..

..


